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•
CRUMBLE ON
VESUV1AN
SLOPES
HOUSES ARE FALLING ONE
BY ONE UNDER THE RE-
LENTLESS FLOW OF LAVA,
WHICH' HAS STARTED AGAIN
WITH RENEWED FURY.
NAPLES BECOMES CITY
OF TERROR AND PRAYER.
People Singing Hymns Follow
Priests Who 'El Imploeing
the Patron Saint.
Naples, April IL—Again Naples is
passing a sleeglean night. All day
Vesuvius nodded and the Neapoli-
tans hoped -the monstrous mountain
had gone to sleep, but tonight'after
sunset the dolcpao woke up again
and Napleii a night of terror.
Vesuviits'hegan voin'ting fire after
dusk like a seasick giant. A triple
stream of lava is advancing with re -
flowed energy and the gigantic crater,
enlarged by Sunday night's explosion
is casting showers of ashes, mud sad
sand over the Vesuvius slopes, even
as far as Naples, like pepfaer tossed
from a titan's castor.
Earthquake shocks, light but omi-
nous, punctuate tonight's outbreak.
'Their widespread tremors added to
the echoes of the eruption of the
mountain have transformed Naples
into a pandemonium again. There is
indescribable conftuion in the streets.
Traffic is •disorganIzed. The streets
Vare filled with dense sulphurous
smoke through which showers of
dishes and sand frac
Follow Priests Singing Hymns.
Processicins of men, women and
Nliildren following priests bearing the
banner of San Geanaro, the patron
san t of Naples, are shuffling through
the sanded murky *tete singing
hymn,.
In the face of the renewed energy
of the menacing nuatntain the Nea-
politans haveTtiteaviorn sleep for the
night.
' Vesuvius seen tonight at sunset,
was a terrifying spectacle. The gap-
ing, ragged incarirfiticeht -"erhief vros
shrouded in a boil:sone sanguinary
cloud., The villages on the Vesuvids
• slopes, and Naples itself, were made
gloomy by the snVe pall, shatterd
fitfully by the electric discharges
from the mountain 45j b
.0 Naples fs unotek)
 t9 escape from
the persistently IftteriMit*Itt showers
of ashes and sand. The sand that
penetrates every/Mere and every-
thing is making men's tempers rag-
ged, and causeewnsmento. weep and
children to become fretful.
Afte three nights ;e4 lesardt the .ner-
ves of Naples arf.avocalt.to frisnle.
Yesterday the maybe lit diet Witee
of the Duke of Aosta, issued a procla-
mation warning the citizens to clear
the burden of sand, nand and ashes
from the roof tops. Nobody obeyed,e
however, and now the Neapolitins
c deimanaing -the aurhatitta—ro
holding them responsible: Ore Ibis
morning's catastrophe.
4.1
WELLMAN TO CARRY
WIltlalb*Ifti POLE
4
• Newspaper Man Who Wifl Make
Attic Expedition Will Carry De-
,
Forest Attparstus Along.
-Washington, April to.—For thefirst time in the history of Attic ex-
ploration. the exploring party will be
constantly in tout* with civilization
from the ting '.of -denture until it
returns—if it evelo'leturnit
The expedition In question is that
proposed by Walter Wellman, of the
Record-Herald, the veteran Wash-
ington correspondent, and he will
keep in touch with the world by
means of wireless telegralrity:
The contract was sigostd AI New
York last we k in the presence of a
distinguished party, and by it the
4111 American De Forest Wireless Tele-
graph Company obliges itself to car-
frorqm?: 
succeed 
Pinoler,eacshIllionugldit. Mr. i POWERS
 up
 
FOR
 
LIFE
The details of the contract are in-'
teresting. As is well known, Mr.
Wellman has made several dashes to-
ward the Pole, and believes the third
will prove the charm. He proposes
to sail from Spitzbergen on an Cs-
:).!'; c.;'.;...... C.^ .71:t•'•
jof. lie carries with him what will
be thee most perfect airship ever built,
a cigar-shaped balloon of unusual ca-
pacity and lifting power.
The expedition will also be equipped
with automobile sledges.
On the part of the De Forest
Company, Mir. Abraham White, its
president, agreed to supply a wireless
telegraph equipment for the airship,
and one for the steamer, and to es-
tablish a station at Harnmerfest, Nor-
way, whch is connected with the re-
mainder of the world by cable.
If necessary, those stations will be
kept in operation for three years
pending Mr. Wellman's success. The
Frithjof will 'remain at Spitsbergen,
so the message will come from the
airship to Spitzbergen, thence to
Ifammerfest and from thence
throughout the world.
While not especially mentioned in
the contract, it may be said that the
De Forest Company hopes to be able
tp handle the messages from the
North Pole direct to Chicago by wire-
leas telegraph alone. Stations will
be erected if the time permits, which 
kill 'carry the messages from Nor-
way to Ireland and the transmission
of messages from there to Coney Is-
land has been successfully tested.
WEDDING tit
ANNOUNCED
MISS ALMA PEARL 111 lt It
AND L. K. TAYLOR 
O
 
L
MARRY.
The Ceremony Occurs the Morning
of Wednesday, April asth. At
Covington„ Ga.
Much delight web canoed many
friends here yesterday to receive in-
vitations announcing that April 25th
there will be united in marriage at
Covingtoh, Ga., Miss Alma Pearl
Belcher of that city and Hon. Lee
Knot Taylor of this plate. The un-
expected announcement is the
source of much gratification lei all
who extend the contracting parties
their sincerest wishes for a long
and happy wedded career. 
•
The ceremony will be a very quiet
home affair, devoid of ostentation,
and occur At the residence of the
btide at 9:3o o'clock, Wednesday
April 25th. It will be officiated over
by Rev. John S. Moore, the re-
nowned Southern Methodist divine
who has the Latin chair at the Ox-
ford, Ga., university, and is a life-
long college mate of the contracting
pair. There will be attendants and
immediately after the ceremony the
couple leave for this city to resume
their home, being at Hotel Craig on
F:fth and Jefferson streets until
atcr in the 'summer when they take
hp their Abode in one of the groom's
homes here.
Of a very distinguished and prom-
inent Southern family, comes the
'talented and accomplished bride,
who is endowed with intellectual at-
tainments of a superior degree, and
bleased with much beauty and
grace, that befit her for the popu-
e-she_ fills. in  .liar-boin•-svirieir
is a short distance south of Atlanta,
Ga. She has visited in this city a
number of times and is admired • by
many ,Paducah friends. She is the
daughter of Mrs. James M. Belcher,
widow of one of the South's great-
est judges who for fourteen years
creditably occupied the circuit court
bench of his judical district.
Mr. Taylor is one of the city's
leading attorneys who is widely
known over this state and section,
and who enjoys one of the most
lucrative law patronages of any
practitioner at the local bar where
he stands recognized as one/ of the
most learned and versatile followers
of the eminent profession. He. is
the senior member of the succeSsful
firm of Taylor & Lucas of the
fraternity building, and enjoys the
utmost. confidence and esteem of all
West Kentuckireatin general, and
Paducahans. in .;parllar. He ;s
possessed of a very congenial dis-
josition that out of all, makes
warm friends, who extend ... their
ry to civilization the first message best wishes of the pair,
AND BRONSON FOR 21 YEARS
The pettit juries at the circuit
court got 'abide busy yesterday in.
dealing out justice to murderers, as
Rufus Bronson, colored, got twenty-
one years in the penitentiary, while
Clarence Powers, colored, went up
for lifetime.
Bronson for several years had been
living with a colored woman out on
South Eleventh street, and they had
a little girl. Last Christmas Eve
Bronson went out to carry the child
some toys, and found William Gills,
colored, sitting in the house talking
to the woman. This angered Bron-
son who took his pocket knife and ac-
tually disembowled Gills, whose
stomach was cut to pieces, causing
death in a short time. The case was
taken up yesterday and Bronson or-
dered confined for the long term of
twenty-one years in the penitentiary.
Clarence Powers, eoloree, stood as
nonchalant and unconcernsd yester-
day afternoon, just as if nothing out
of the ordinary had happened, when
Deputy Circuit Clerk William Kidd
read out the verdict of the jury _which
sent Powers to the penitentiary for
lifetime for murdering George Miller,
colored, down at the Charles Smiley
saloon on Kentucky avenue between
First and Second streets. Powers
never took enough interest to even
glance up at the jurors while the
verdict was being read, he being of
that unusually low order of ignorant
niegroes that it will take a week or
two to get through his thick head
the full intent and meaning of this
awful penalty which confines him un-
til death closes his eyes. Powers is
about twenty-three years of age and
worked as bartender at the Smiley
saloon, while George Miller, a fifty
.year old negro was cook in the res-
tausant. Powers slept at the build-
ing and would have to get up of
mornings and let Miller in when the
latter came down from his home out
in the city. Powers objected to being
awakened, and one morning when
Miller came and rapped for admit-
tance Miller got up and let him in
and they commenced Jawing. Miller
went on to make some fires and had
picked up a poker to stir it when
Powers picked up a revolver and
shot him three times through the,
head, causing instant death.
Powers is one of those exceedingly'
dull, slow-moving and unusually ig-
norant negroes, so much resembling
a brute that he is called "King
Dodo."
James Bol'n got one year in the
penitentiary on confessing to having
stolen the bicycle of Mr. Henry Ran-
kin from in front of the Langsitaff-
Orm mill on South Seconder-eta at
Adams.
'Ile order of attachment for Louis
Kolb was set aside and recognized
to appear at the next term of court
as a witness in the case where Ed
Scott, white, is charged with murder-
ing the Plumber Stewart out on the
red light district on Court street Ism
fall.
A continuance was given Laura
Washington, who is charged with
maliciously *hooting at another.
A, E. Boyd 4_nd W. A. -Wickliffe
were recognized as witnesses in the
H. H. Loving car that comes up
June 25th during the special term to
he held in order trial can be given
Charges Dismissed.
The grand jury in making its re-
port yesterday, dismissed the follow-
ing charges that had been laid before
them, that accusing Robert Smith of
obtaining money under false preten-
ses, and that accusing Lizzie Roberts
of knowingly concealing a bicycle
which her son Bert stole and brought
Robert Smith is the negro "Voo-
doo" doctor who came here from
Central Kentucky. Altha Wiley, nest-
ress of this city, was suffering from
a tumor of the stomach and Smith
told her he had a little curative bag
he would sell her for $5, and guaran-
teed it curing the tumor. She did not
have the $5 but paid him about $3.50
and was given the bag. He told her
to hold it tight in her right hand for
four days and she would get well.
He contended something inside did
the work, pad after holding it for
several hours, he woman looked in-
side and found nothing. She had
Smith arrested and he was held to
the grand jury on the charge of ob-
taining money under false pretense.,
but the. matter is now dismissed.
Lizzie Roberts, white, lives on
Huntingdon Row, and two weeks ago
her son, Bert, stole the wheel ot
Clyde Baker from in front of the Pos-
tal telegraph office at Second and
Broadway The boy took home the
wheel which the officers found hid
in a bed. The police arrested the
mother and had her held over to the
grand jury on charge of knowingly
concealing the stolen bike. Last Sat-
urday .the boy was arrested•end ex-
onerated his mother, saying he him-
self hid the wheel there and not the
parent. On strength of this the
mother is now released, while the boy
is in jail waiting ior the grand jury
to indict him.
Fined for Contempt
Judge Reed fined Mrs. Mamie
Cooley McMannon and Lawyer Eu-
gene Graves $5 and costs each yester-
day because they got to court late
and delayed the expeditious transac-
tion of business.
...Not Gotten To.
The Berry Smith ravish case was
fet for trial yesterday, but account
the court being kept constantly en-
gaged trying the murder charges be-
fore it, the Smith indictment went
ove: Len:: tki; morning when it will
be taken up.
Today's Docket.
The actions set for trial today are
as follows: Tom Albritton and
Isom Scott, charged with obtaining
money by false pretenses; J. T. Nor-
flett, charged with passing a forged
check; Omar Clark, charged with
grand parceny, and TatUeS Porter, ma-
licious cutting.
Albritton and Scott are accused of
stealing some copper wire , from
Foreman Brothers and selling it to
William Mitchell for $3.50 by claim-
ing it belonged to them.
J. T. Norflett is the former street
car conductor who is charged with
taking a $to check to which the
name of Jennie Cowsert was attach-
ed, and getting Grocer Henry A.
Douglas of Third near Tennessee
street to cash same, giving him part
money and part goods. The cheek
proved worthless. It was drawn on
a Carrsville. Ky., bank. Norflett es-
caped from the county jail several
weeks ago but was re-captured at
Clarksville. Tenn., at the home of
relatliree.
Omar Clark stanch; indicted for
stealing the bicycle of Will Brannon
The wheel was worth about $25- •
James Porter is accused of cutting
Sam Bogins.
.•••11."
Civil Litigation.
In the suit of W. A. Davis against
J McFaul judgment in favor of
the plaintiff against defendant was
given in the sum of $107.30.
There was dismissed as settled the
action of Wilkins against the Evans-
ville Brewing Association.
Hkin. Hal S. Corbett was named to
(Continued on Pare Eight.)
SECRET ORDERS,
Elks Meet This Evening With Their
Corps of New Officers.
This evening the Elks' lodge meets
and it will. be the first session pre-
sided over by the new officers who
were elected two weeks ago and in-
stalled last Thursday evening.
State Commander M E. Elkins of
the Kentucky Maccabees left yester-
day after visiting the local brethren
the night before, an addressing
them. lie is of Lexington, Ky.
Deputy Grand Master' Zeller of the
Odd Fellows of this state, was here
yesterday en route to his home in
H'enderson. after visiting the differ-
ent lodges of this section.
MAY
 
REMAIN
'ANOTHER WEEK
CHIEF COLLINS MAY NOT GET
BACK TOMORROW FROM
MEETING.
Ernest Belt Turned Over to His
Family by Officers--1. F. Ward
Charged With Forgery.
was.
 pasaed-C-eiro--atrd- -rivvr-rnerr
estimate that it will reach Mempthis
by Wednesday. The levees protect-
ing the St. Francis basin have with-
stood the strain of the immense vol-
ume of water magnificently and it
is now •believed that all danger will
have passed by Wednesday at the
latest. Many people have abandoned
ptheir homes in the lowlands.
Captain Frank Harlan of the police
fore. does not know whether to ex-
pect Chief Collins back tomorrow
night or not, from got Springs, Ark.,
where the latter' went last Sunday
morning to attend the annual conven-
tion of the Police Chiefs .Association.
Before departing the chief said he
may remain at Hot Springs for iln-
e
other week after the convention clos-
es tomorrow, but as to this he was
undecided, therefore, he does notknow whether he will be back tomor-
row night or the following Friday
evening.
7'W.;
Word from . Lieutenant Thomas
Potter says he. ie feeling already the
effects of the hot water baths at HotSprings Where he went for his in-flammatory rheumatism. He expectsto remain there several weeks.
Crap Shooting Charged.
Homer Williams and Dick Hill,
colored, were arrested yesterday af-
ternoon by Officer Lige Cross on the
charge of engaging at shooting crapsdown in the lower end of town.
Turned Over to Relatives.
Ernest Belt was yesterday morning
turned over to his relatives to be
taken charge of. He is the young
man whose mind sseems to be de-
ranged, but he is not dangerous. He
was brought back here from Dyers-
burg, Tenn., yesterday moriiing, the
officers there taking him in charge
account his unusual actions.
Forgery Charged.
Chief Young F_aker of the Fulton,
Ky., police force, passed through
here y:sterday en route back home
from Metropolis with J. F. Ward
who is wanted at Fulton on the
charge of forgery, and who was
caught at Metropolis.
ROCKEFELIIR
IS Or AGAIN
GOES TO NEW YORK TO SEE
HIS NEW GRANDSON.
Gray and Peaked, Bent and Wrinkled,
He Wore a Smile That
Wolaldn't Come Off.
New York, April to.—John D.
Rockefeller is back in New York
state from Lakewood, N. J., getting
acquainted with the only member of
the family who has less hair than he.
By this token is meant John D.
Rockefeller Ill.
Freed at last from the haunting
fear of the process-server, a fear that
has kept him a bread-and-hot-water
prisoner in his New Jersey fastness
these three months, he came to New
York, gray and peaked, bent and
wrinkled like a Chaldean brick, but
wearing a smile that would not come
off.
here's something that helps to give
you an idea of the good humor that
filled the richest man on the planet
as he hurried into Manhattan to see,
for the first time, the only'son of his
only son.
As he issued from the Twenty-third,
street ferry he paused and posed,
smilingly and obligingly, for a photo-
grapher. There is no record that he
ever did that before.
Only his daughter, Mrs. E. Parmele
Prentice, and his big Swiss valet.
John, accompanied John D. Rocke-
feller on his trip townward.
Fears of Overflow Diminished.
Memphis, Tenn., April to.—Fears
of a overflow in this vicinity are rap-
idly vanishing. The river registers
CONCRETE
ON AVENUE
People Between Jefferson
and Monroe Want Walks
CAR COMPANY
WANTS NEW SWITCH.
Opinion of Heralrick, Miller and Mar-
ble Lodged by the Board
Yesterday.
CHARTER INCONSISTENCIES
DISCUSSED AT LENGTH.
During the board of public works
meeting yesterday afternoon there
was presented a petition from prop-
erty owners on Fountain avenue,
wanting concrete sidewalks, curb and
gutter laid along that avenue between
Jefferson and Monroe streets. The
board of works directed City Solici-
tor Campbell to draw up an ordi-
nance authorizing this improvement.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott
was instructed to see if there could
not be flowed Away the puddle of
-vater that stands at Eleventh and
Madison streets. He will raise the
grade to the gutter and street and
'Fake repairs enough to prevent wat-
er from accumulating. He was ord-
ered to do similar work in the alley
running from Kentucky avenue to
Washington street between Filed and
Second, as a bad and muddy place
exists in this public passage way.
The steam heating company was
given authority to lay its supply
pipes on South Sixth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue.
They desire to get these under-
ground mains down before Sixth
street is re-constructed with bitu-
lithic, for which arrangements are
now being made. After the company
excavates, if City Engineer Washing-
ton deems it advisable, he will con;
pel the concern to fill the holes with
gravel instead of the dirt taken there-
from.
General Manager John Bleecker of
the street car company, asked the
board for permission to put a switch
down on Broadway between Six-
teenth and Seventeenth streets where
none has ever existed heretofore.
They want to take up tdteir switch Oft
Jefferson street near Fountain avenue
and put this new one down so there
will be equalized as much as possible
the distance between all the switches,
and in this way the cars can reach
all at the proper time, and thereby
help in the schedule time Mt. Bleeck-
er compels the cars to maintain for
betterment of the service.
, There was lodged with the board
the opinion of 'Hendrick, Miller and
Marble, the eminent attorneys, who
state that the board of public works
has the authority to elect themselves
the marketmaster, wharfmaster and
sewerage inspecter, because these
sub-officials preside over municipal
departments for which the board of
works is responsibk. City Solicitor
Campbell believes council and Melee-
men should elect these three men-
tioned officials just like thej. have.34 and five-tenths feet and is rising aBeen doing since the city went intovery slowly. The crest of the high
._thr—serolult-elasa--saveral---yeines-Lagee.
Congratulations for James.
Washington, April lo.—Represen•
tative James, who was nominated
without opposition Saturday and re-
turned to Washington today, was the
recipient of congratulations from
many of his colleagues. Mr. Tames is
one of the most popular men in the
house and is highl'y valued by John
Sharp Williams, the minority leader,
because of his ability in &bate.
Crap Shooters Pulled.
.t 2 o'clock this morning the po-
hi4 arrested elseee more negro gettab-
le . Their ntfrnes are Alien Jack
1-1 ty Smith and Duel( v Polk
for¼ is evidently determined
bre up erap playing in Paduca
but the hoard of works thinks it is
their prerogative to make these se-
lections, so got the opinion of this
prominent firm of able attorneys,
who say the law is plain that the
board of works is in the right. In
this latter opinion being laid before
the aldermen last Thursday night,
that legislative body' ordered adopted
an ordinance empowering the booed
of works to do this. but before the
ordinance committee drafts and
'brings in the bill, the council has to
pass on the matter which has sever
yet been before the members of that
body. The board of works simply
lodged the Hendrick, Miller and Mar-
ble opinion. in ordei it could be made
a public record.
1. I). Wilcox asked permission of
the hoard of .works to put an awn-
ing porch in front of the small two,
story brick building he is erecting on
South Sixth street between Broadway
and Kentucky avenue. The building
is going up on the rear yard of his
residence and facts Sixth. The awn-
ing will be of the regular kind, except
the top will be of wood and sort of
(Continued OA Page Five.) .
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jTHE SPRIER !LEIGH'S BANANA
PLAYHOUSE CASE CONCERN
WARREN'S MEN TODAY COM-
MENCE PAINTING THE
THEATRE.
Manager Malone Now Gradually Get-
ting Things in Shape for a Sus-
cessful Season.
The first step towards renovating
and getting into good shape the Wal-
lace park summer casino, will be
started today, when Contractor Char-
les Warren will put his men to work
painting and decorating the popular
little playhouse throughout. He was
awarded the contract for this work
which will take a week or two to
complete, and leave the theatre look-
ing bright and new everywhere.
Manager William Mhlone of the
playhouse is preparing to have much
other work done on the building,
stage and: auditorium and promises
the public this season one of the fin-
est summer theatres to be found any-
where the country over. The Stone
and Webster people acquirred posses-
sion of the park. when they bought
the street car line, and will expend
much money placing it upon a high
plane.
Manager Malone is now negotiat-
ing for his troupe of performers to
hold the boards during the warm
months, and is corresponding with
some of the leading talent forming
stock companies. Last year his at-
tractions were a great improvement
over the preceding season, while this
summer he expects them to be still
better. The bills will be changed
several times each :week and no ex-
pense spared to make the place a
great center for amusement. The
house expects to open about th
e mid-
dle of My to run until late next f
all
SPEAK ON •
COUNTY ROADS
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT AD-
DRESSES PEOPLE OF THE
COUNTRY.
Several Deeds Filed With County
Clerk Who Yesterday Issued
One Marriage License.
Judge R. T. Lightfoot tomorrow
night goes cut to the New Hope
Ichool house in the county and &-
Byers a speech to the people of that
vicinity who will assemble to hear
him. He will talk to them upon
the idea of they doing like other
rural district people, entering into
an agreement to pay for half the
new gravel roads to be run through
that section, while the county pays
the other half. Saturday night the
judge will speak to the people of
the Massac section upon this sub-
ject.
Property Sold.
There was lodged yesterday with
the county clerks deed correcting
tize cle,cription of property Ma-ier
Commissioner Cecil Reed trans-
ferred to Theodore Courier. It is
on'Harris street
,C Leeeh_tansierred _to
Martha Leech Fowler a full title to
Twelfth and Jefferson street prop-
erty.
Fraifk Hagerty bought from
Thomas J. Stroud for St.zoo prop-
erty at Fifth and Tennessee streets.
George Rock and Edward Wool-
folk sold to the Fowler-Wolf sheet
Iron company, for $3,000, property
Pt Second and Ohiostreet.
License to Marry.
The county clerk issued a mar-
riage license to John Cox, aged 25
and Minnie E. Harper, aged to of
the city. - The groom is a telephone
lineman, white the bride is the
daughter of Mr. Fred Harper.
Mrs. Henry Pierce a prominent
merchant of Golconda was in the
city yesterday on business.
Convict Growing Wealthy.
Griffith J. Griffith is now serving
the last months of a two-year
sentence in San Quentin prison,
California, for shooting his wife.
His large investments in land in
Angeles and vicinity, made be-
his imprisonment began, have
sed in valise to such an extent
t. they are n said to be worth
up rd of $t
PADUCAH FIRMS OUTFIG-
URED CHICAGO COMPETI-
TION.
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh Has
Started Another Banana Case
Factory, Thia_Osse in Chicago.
President Charles Q. C. Leigh of
the Leigh Banana Case company of
Chicago, has let the contract to the
Paducah Box and Basket factory of
this city to furnish him with nearly
1,00o,000 feet of lumber used in the
manufacture of his banana crates in
the Windy City. The Langstaff
Orm company got a big contract
from the banana house. Both these
Paducah concerns made better fig-
ures than Chicago competition could
and got the big work.
Mr. Leigh is the former produce
and commission man of this city
who also ran The Columbia at
Fifth and Broadway. He failed sev-
eral years ago and went with the
American Produce Reporting com-
pany, but last year resigned his
place with them and organiezd a
company in Chicago for manufact-
ure of his crates made especially
for transporting bananas so that
they will not get mashed or ruined
during transit. It is regarded by
old fruit men as the finest arrange-
ment ever patented for safe shipping
of bananas.
Mr. Leigh- and his brother Mr.
011ie Leigh manufacture these
crates here in Paducah also, but the
local concern is separate and dis-
tinct from the Chicago factory. The
Paducah firms getting the contracts
for the timber and cylinders ship
them to Chicago where they are
mrnufactured into cases or crates.
ONLY ONE CHARGE.
Sam Bell and Beatrice Hartsbaw
Were Dismissed of Fight-
ing Charge.
Acting Police Judge Dave Crass
yesterday morning had only one
case before him in the police court,
it being that charging Sam ;Bell and
Beatrice Harthshaw, colored, with
engaging in a fight several nights
i.go up about Fifth and Husbands
streets. After hearing the testi-
mony the court decided a case had
lot been made out, so dismissed the
accused.
NOBLE WORK
CHILDREN'S SERVICES BE RE-
SUMED AT BROADWAY
M. E. CHURCH.
Rev. Farrar Saturday Morning
Leaves For Louisville, But Comes
Back Monday.
Altogether ninety accessions have
been made to the Broadway Metho-
(list church through the protracted
meeting that is being conducted
there with such force and effect by
Rev. J. B. Culpepper and his son,
Rev. Burke Culpepper. and Pastor
,T. -J,- Newell- Fruit- more ac uisi-
tions were made last night to the
membership roll.
The services bosh morning and
evening are to great interest and
ii.rawing crowded houses. Yesterday
morning the elder Rev. Culpepper
preached on "Power of The Holy
Spirit," while for his topic last
evening he used "Influence and
Position of Women:" The moraitig
ser • e is to o'clock, and that for 
n
Abtrv
the , at 7:30 o'clock. This
afternoon at 4:30 o'clock there will
he resumed the special services for
children and young people, presided
over by Rev. Burke Culpepper.
Second Baptist Church.
With equal force and results, the
Second Baptist church revival con-
tinue at Ninth and Ohio streets and
the additions effected there amount
to nearly one hundred also, six new
accessions resulting from last even-
ing's sermon by Rev. E. B. Farrar,
who preached on "Moses Lifted Up
The Serpent In The Wiltlerness."
The afternoon prayer setlices at
church, and noon-day proiching at
I. C. shops, t ontitme with unabated
interest.
The big tent ordered from Sebree.
Ky., is expected on any. rain, and
aux.
immediately upon arrival will be
stretched upon the commons behind
the church to accuttatt,......te the
throngs which cannot get inside the
crowded church that is too small.
FariirwiU Satutday morning leave
for his home in Louisville, to 3e
gone until Monday, ,business calling
him there. He has been working
hard for two weeks now and will
enjoy a several day's rest whilz
away. During his absence the pul-
pit will be filled by Rev. Cunning-
ham and Rev. Hill, latte't , of whom
is temporarily filling the First
Baptist church pulpit until a pastor
can be secured to take the place
made vacant by death of the late
Dr. John Cheek.
Be Hozne_Shortly.,
Rev. W H. Pinkerton is expecte-I
borne the last of next week to visit
his family, after a month's absence,
during es hich time he has beeii
traveling all over the North visiting
the different Christian churches,
under auspices of the evangelistic
board. His mission was to enthuse
interest in all the congregations and
help build up the churches.
BUILDING
'INSPECTOR
CHIEF JAMES WOODS EX-
PECTS TO RECEIVE COPIES
OF LAWS.
When He Gets Them From the
Outside Cities the Building In-
spectorship Will Be Created.
Chief James Woods of the tire
department, has written to Memphis,
St. Louis, I3irmingham, Nashville
and Atlanta, asking the city author-
ieits of those places for copies of
the municipal laws governing the
"building inspector's" department,
so excetpts can be taken fsom those
regulations and made applicable to
the office to be created here. The
chief expects to receive copies from
some of the places by the, last of
this week, when he will then turn
them over to the committee, that the
legislative authorities have em-
powered to arrange for inaugura-
tion of this new building i nspector
department.
The committee *as instructed to
arrange for inauguration of this new
building inspector department.
The committee was instructed a
week or two ago to bring in an or-
dinance for adoption by the full
board, creating this office, but it
could not be done, because the com-
mittee did not know what the de-
tailed duties of an inspector of. this
character consisted of, therefore
Chief Woods wrote to the outside
cities, asking for copies of the -laws
so it could be incorporated in the
ordinance starting the office here,
defining the duties. When this is
done the building inspectorship will
be created' and the duties of this
office combined with those of city
electrician, so the same party can
attend to both.
The insurance people of the city
.:re urging quick action on part of
the municipal boards, especially as
regards selecting the city electrician
to succeed W. J. Gilsdorf, the
former incumbent, who resigned
two months ago and went to
Louisville. Since there has "teen
no electrician, therefore the ele-
trical wiring cnteriiii;
in town is being put in without in-
spection, therefore may have to
come out when the city examiner
is named, if it is not placed accord-
the schedule  maintained.
_
"Easter Offerings."
C. L. Brunson & , offer for
"Easter" a superb collection of
blooming plants including "AZA-
LEA," "HYDRANGEAS," "LI L-
LI ES," "SPI REAS," HYA-
CINTHS," "N A RCI SSUS, and
RAMBLERS." Quality our motto
We offer in cut flowers "BEAUT-
IES," "Li LTA IDS," " ROMS."
"CARNAITIONSI." "VALLI ES,"
"NARCISSUS" and "HYA-
CINTHS." See our display "Fri-
day" at our store. 423 Broadway.
. C. L. BRUNSON Sr CO.
Mayor Opposes "Ragtime."
Mayor Chute of Schenectady. . N.
Y., thinks it foolish to spend money
ftn• the musical education of chil-
dren and then permit the dispensev
of street melody to lower the stand-
ards of popular taste by grinding
out ragtiem airs. He • is credited
With an intention to exercise a mild
hut effective censorship, to the end
that children who have been taught
to know a good thing when they
see it shall not be subjectto tempta-
tion to enjoy a bad thing when they
hear it.
Easy Way to Make Money.
Wife--I have made ;50 this after-
noon.
Husband—Phew!
"You paid only $1.00 for that old
piano, didn't you?" - — -
"Yes."
"Well, I have sold it for ;150."
"Gracious me! What are you going
to do with the money?"
"There isn't any money."
"I sold it to a deafer. He gives me
a new piano for $200 and allows me
$150 for the old one. I/ you'd stay
at home and let me go to your office
and attend to your business you'd
soon be rich. Just think! Fifty dol
tars a day is something over ;15,00C
a year."—Stray Stories.
WANTED TO KNOW.
4 ...,4='1•1".•
She—I don't understand this wireless
telegraphy.
He—It is very easy. They just send
messages through the air. Instead of over
the wires.
She—I know; but how do they attach
the air to the poles?—ChicagoJournaL
Unooneerned.
Bald the pheasant to •ht rabbits.
"I'm amased at your bad habits.
Don't you know it's very rude to sit and
starer'
And the look the haughty pheasant
Turned on them was far frcm pleasant
.
But neither of the rabbits turned a hare
Home Thrust.
Knicker—Why does a novelist al-
ways dress his heroine in "some cling-
tag white stuff?"
Mrs. Knicker—Because a man ex-
pects a woman to stick to on dress
forever— Why, yes, Henry, I could get
• new one for $50.—N. Y. Sun.
Slightly Confused.
"Poverty, ' said the cynical philos111.
pher, "Is no disgrace. Oa the contrary,
It may be an honor."
"Yes." answered Mr. Dustin Star:
fetal that way about it. 'But my tastes
Sr. so expensive I can't afford to be
poor."—Washington Star.
Wanted Only Nor Own.
Mrs. De Fashion—at a children's par-
tzt—Marte!
Nurse Girl—Yes, ma'am.
Mrs. De Fashion—It's time for as to
go home. Which of these children is
mine?—N. Y. Weekly.
Proof Positive.
The Male Idiot—But bow can I be
sure that you love me?
Thio Female Ditto—Remember that
I have had many chances to mar
ry
handsome men, clever men and Inter-
esting men—and yet I accepted you!—
Cleveland Leader.
Misunderstood.
"Do you ever reao a paper at your
club?" asks the visitor.
"No. Every time I go to the reading
room I And that the papers ha\ a b
een
grabbed by the usual bunch of habitue
s
who sit around that room all the
time."—.1u1re.
A Busy Wife.
Bacon—My wife is very erratic. One
day she is bursting into tears and 
tue
next day she is bursting into laugh
-
ter.
Egbert—She really must be kept
pretty busy turst.lr.g.--Yunkers States-
Man.
Little Sums'
cDunt up fast when you
spend. They count up the
same way when you save.
Interest compounded at 4
per cent. will help you. s
OPEN
AN ACCOUNT TODAY
and see how fast your money
grows. $1.00 will start an account
Mechanic's and Farmers
Savings Bank.
227 BROADWAY.
Our Handsome Springabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL F
IND THE CHOICEST .
STYLES FOR SMART TAILORING T
HE MARKETS AF- 1
FORD THE PATH OF THE GOOD D
RESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE 
COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES WE STAND FOR EV
ERY GARMENT WE I
TURN OUT.
Dicke & Black
516 Broadway. MERCHANT.TAILORS.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
BASE BALL AND
LAWN TENNIS GOODS.
WE ARE OFFERING SOME EX
TRA BIG VALUES IN
BASE BALLS, MITTS. MASKS, BATS.
 ETC.
NEWEST PATTERNS OF LAWN TE
NNIS RACKETS.
SPECIAL VALUES IN TENNIS BA
LLS
OUR POLICY IS TO CUT THE PR
ICE WHEN POSSIBLE.
Harbour's Book Department.
We will pay $1.00 for one of the following cash sal
es tickets. Nos.
3625, 3430, 3591, 3541, 3779, 3R16. The first 
ticket brought to us gets the 0
$1.00. - a.. -.;4110111t
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
The Post-Card Fiend.
"I fear she won't enjoy herself in 
4te
Heaven."
"_Why_notr
"I doirt: IfelreTre you efur send-L
it App
souvenir postal cards from
Pittsburg Post. 
is a "Leader" for the dealer:-there."—
Its Peculiarity.
"How did you ever come into posses-
sion of such a cheap-looking umbrella
as that?"
"Why, I got this umbrella in a very pe-
Culler way—I bought it."—Judge.
Losing Strength.
"An' how's yer wife, Pat?"
"Sure, she do be awful sick."
"Is ut dangerous she is?"
"No, she's too weak t' be dangerous
anny more!"—Cleveland Leader.
Never Too Old.
"Man never grows too old to learn,"
remarked the man who comments on
things.
"Nor to unlearn," replied Senator
Badger—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Fatal Term
Grayce—What broke up your antt-
°met meeting?
Gladys—Oh, some fool woman our
goaded that we present a straight front
to the enemy.--Chicago Sun.
An Example.
Johnny—What is the rule of three,
pa?.
Pa—Generally • divorce.—N. Y. Bun.
ealsjto the _Artistic and Cultured Class and
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
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...PLUMBING...
Steam and Not Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
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began to do his spring training
stimts. lie has been taking long
walks every day and superintending
• the work at the park and already has
• begun to get on a little tan.
The tickets have been sent to the
players and by the time this is read
-perhpps some of the more anxious
ones NH* be in town ready to get to
work. The fans arc beginning to in-
quire about the first game and if the
sun shines for a few days longer ths
fever will be at blood heat.
Is a Booster From Way Back.
Methusliih Farnbaker at Cairo says
that the Cairo bunch is the beat he
ever saw, in looks, and everything
else. We hope that they are as good
as they look for the old veteran has
made some wild and woolly predic-
tions, and while we hope to heat him,
we wish him all the luck is the world.
He is true blue to his home town,
however, and it is such boosters as he
that has made baseball the greatest
game in the world. We hope be may
be here for many years more to write
baseball "hop" stories.—Jacksonville
Courier.
The Jacks and all the others will
think the same when we get through
with them. The three defeats we've
received, just puts us where we want-
cd to be. We've got the lines and
are fully prepared. The writer is
proud of the fact that he is loyal to
the marrow and that he is a booster.
—Cairo Bulletin.
Reporting for Duty.
Pat "Roughhouse" McCarty, pitch-
er; Cliff Thomas, infielder; Albert
Schisse'l, catcher, and Walter Coop-
er, pitcher; arrived last night and
reported to Berryhill. They are a
likely looking bunch, Pat McCarthy,
Martoon's old. first baseman in 1899,
is in good shape from working ir an
implement house all winter. Win
Pickering and Pete Vance, outfield-
ers, arrived today. "Spider" Diehl,
pitcher and outfielder, hes an electri-
cal job to complete at Frankfort.
Ind , and will not reach Mattoon
until Thursday.—Mattoon Star.
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.1ETCHINGS BY
DAVID TENIERS
Ant AUGUST ?IRAHlt LOANED
THEM TO CARNEGIE
LIBRARY'.
They Are By One of the Greatest
Artists Who Ever Existed-
-Wants Negative of Skibo.
- -Mr August Brahic well
known FreRch resident of this city
:yesterday loaned two excellent etch-
• I .ings to President E. W. Bagby of
Carnegie library so they could be
;bung upon the wall of the institu-
tion at Ninth and Broadway. They
are the works of David Teniers of
Antwerp, one of the greatest artiste
+of his day.
The etchings both represent a
'Village Fete" in Flanders and have
been in the family of Mr. Brahic
for over too years, his brother hav-
ing bought them in France, and
% gave them to the Paducah man who
•` has lived here a long while.
Teniers died during 1649 and was
one of Ruben's pupils of great abil-
ity and exceptional talent. Some of
•Teniers greatest works are "Temp-
tation .of St. Anthony", "Dutch
'Kitchen" and others which have
hung upon the walls of celebrated
galleries and been dreams of much
study for lovers and critics.
President Bagby appreceiates the
loan greatly and is now preparing
to hang the etchings upon tin
library walls so lovers can see some
of the works of this great artist.
The productions are naturally a
little worn by age, but are still very
• distinct, considering everything.
Sent For Negative.
President Bagby has sent to
Andrew C,arnegie's secretary, asking
for the negative of the photograph
sent here of Carnegie's home in
kcotland. Skibo Castle The local
A
 ,•IeSNMI••••••
photographers say they can enlarge
the picture better from the negative
than from the little 3 lc 3 likeness
received of the mansion.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court; Katie
Walbert, etc., Plffs., agt. Equity,
versus Robert E. Walbert, etc.,
Defts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, maste:
commissioner of this court, to take
proof of aunts and liabilities pi
the estate of James T. Walbert, de-
ceased, and all persons having
claims against said estate are re-
quired to properly verify and file
the same, before said commissioner,
on or before the r6th day of May,
1906, or they will be forever
barred from asserting any claim
areint the essets the heeds ef
the administrator or commissioner,
tmachninistesed, and all persons are.
hereby enjoined and restrained from
collecting their claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be pub-
lished in the Paducah Daily Regis-
ter as required by law:
A copy attest:—
J. A. Miller, Clerk,
By W. C. Kidd, D. C.
Claim Notice.
McCracken Circuit court, E. 0.
Thomas, administrator, etc., Plff.,
agt. Equity, vs. Anthony Payne,
etc., clefts.
Ordered that this action be re-
ferred to Cecil Reed, master com-
missioner, of this court to take
woof of assets and liabilities of the
estate of Jinnie Payne, deceased,
and all persons having claims
against said estate arc required to
properly verify and file the same,
before said commissioner, on or be-
fore the 5th day of May, 1906 or
they will be forever barred from as-
serting any claim against the assets
in the hands of the administrator,
unadministered:
hereby enjoinel
collecting their
and all persons are
and restrained from
claims against said
estate except through this suit.
Ordered that this order be published
in The Paducah Daily Register as
required by law:
This April 9th, t906.
A cop attest:
J. A. MILLER, clerk
By R. B. Hay, D. C
The Henderson Journal says: The
v Paducah management will wake an
innovation this season by charging i
no admission for women, bat making
a season ticket for seats 01 the grand
for one dollar.
Jacksonville is stili bopefel that
something will turn up In save Belt
a• manager of the team. If he is
compelled to return to Vicksburg
Harry Berte, it is understood, will be
placed in charge of the tune
Manager Wortham of Danville,
has akeady started on his weeding-
out process, the few practice games
the learn has been able to get giving
him a sufficieat line on the men to
warrant him to cut out four of them.
Those who drew their release the
first round were Lac y, an outfielder;
WtIliams, a pitcher; Metzer. second
• base, and Leagoner, an outfielder.
Jacksonville Courier.
This is something like baseball
weather. For the last three weeks
we have been writing baseball under
great difficulties. With the snow sev-
eral inches deep outside and being' Keeps 'Em By Eziplaining.
compelled to warm or fingers at the Never mind, even if Memphis did
steam pipes every few minutes it has! score n rims against Cairo's o in
been hard to work up any enthusi- twe 'days, that's nothing at this stage
asm in the baseball line. OM Sol Of the gasae. Memphis has been
has come out of the woods at last
and the robbins have hove in sight ac- team 
for some time and their
has worked together bc fore.
companied by the little blue birds of, But have yon stopped to think. (if
which the poets sing. We have moo you are a hit inclined to be disa-
nity-44-41a•-lattex4ontsxnr-41,441.44,4 with the  Cairo Giants) that
Frank Belt quit work the first of Memphis won her first game of the
the week and donning his sweater season Saturday and her second Sun-
day, when she defeated Cairo? Mem-
phis hes been up against the National
leaguers and was administered a drub-
bing like Memphis administered to
Cairo. Cheer up! patient fan, and do
not get discouraged down-hearted
ball player, there is yet hope of the
Kitty pennant. The sporting editor
of The Citizen has nailed his "faith"
(in the Cairo team) to the foremast
and though black clouds may appear
o'erhead, though the tempest may
come and the angry waves may dash
against the side of the old ship, which
will respond with its groanings, and:
be tossed about on the top of those
waves like a plaything, that "faith"
will not be lowered from its lofty
pinnacle wntil the climax is reached
and the vested with all of its passen-
gers and cargo is dashed against the
side of some terrible rock next Sep-
tember and Seeks a watery grave in
the bottom rif the sea of baseball.
Than and .then only will that faith be
shattered. When there is life there
is hope. All together now for hat
Kitty pennant. —Cairo Citizen.
GUY NANCE, FRITZ KETTLER,
Manager. Assistant.
M. NANCE,
Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699. . 
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
Padwah Transfer Company
ancot poratsda
Ueneral Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
Atid household:Goods. Both 'Phones ji
P.O. Fitzpatrick, Supt
.80 • Introaao• EFIFFia
WO Will Sell IiAltUIAATIAACAI
VENE LET
Pair fee' Only 5I)NIE AIR
(CASH WITH °Roza ga°U.sT
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
slaking. No danger front TPIORNS. CAC-
Pod..TVS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. 
 
the thick rubber tread
16A" and paseture stir
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
$8.0 PUNCTUREIROOF TIRES ° N LY
Priem $
.80 Per Pall%
CENT..ILL IT WILL COST TOOBICYffilihe TnI21718c:finefiSerIligrIg at lhlifOgei
BILLOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the world. •from eas--e,
at any pit.
OP eb dile7 ki64 oarea, until illustrating 
on have received our easeptete Free Cate-
ited ng every kind of high-grade and low-grade
Asold patterns and latest models, and Warn of our remarkable LO
W
aud wanadrerFal now offers made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
litirDaye Free Trftl a liberal terms which no r
NWVNY4IL without a cent defrosit, Pay the Freight and
nd make other 
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
able information by simply writing us • postal.
W. need a aftdop Ageism in every town and can offer an opportunity
tosnake money to adtabie young men who apply at once.
your home comfortable, because you think the
expense connected with it will
be considerable If you are trying to save
money by not having the necessary home
comforts, you are doing injustice to your-
self and your family.
A modern bathroom is a necessity and it
should be equipped with •Stgogimpe Ware.
Wc handle lltakIiire plumbing fixtures,
DO NOT Esur A EINSTOLE
Wad "ID." elm rise a p "II"
be vulcanised like any other tire. ititipreveist rims rotting. This
Two Mealred Thessind pairs see In actual ese. OWN 
will enstleat any ether
Er
Seventy-Ilve Tbeesand pairs sold last year. CarraDING. #
T, KLAS IC and
N• Made in all sizes. It is lively and easy fiiihgitvery durable and lined inside
th • swPriligpergl which quality of rubber, hh never becomes porous aad w ich closes up man, .actures
without allow-tag the air to escape. We have hundreds of lettere howl satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been punt:run? once or twice in • whokolleallen. They weigh no more than
an ordnany _tire, the pauctare ' qualities being gives by several layers of thin. specially
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Ho ding Sack" sensation eanasonly felt when riding on asphalt
or soft roads is overcome by the patent "basket Weave" tread which prevents all sir from being
Illszosesed out between the tire and the road thus overcooling all suction. The regular price of these
tires is ES.30 per pair, but for advertising purposes we are making a medal factory price to the rider
ad ally Ache per pair. All orders shipped same day letter is received We ship COD. on approvaL
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and foetid them strictly as ted.
We will aRow • seals discount of 5 per :lent (thereby making the price 54.51 per peir) if you send
FULL CASH WITH °m)E.: and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
plated brass hand pump and maa Sampson metal peeneture closers on full paid orders (these metal
puncture closers to be used in case of intentional talk cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
at OUR expense if for any reason they are not satiafactory on examination.
Eanker, or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order • pair oi
We ere reliable mid looney sent to us is as safe as in • bank_ Ask your Postmaster
Edna, you will And that they will ride ender. run faster. wear better, lea longer and look
,1%eary tire you have ever used or seen at say price. We know that you wi
ll be so well pleased
you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us • all trial
leer, at awn hence this ble tire ogee.trallt-ap-whaels, sedation pedals, parts and repairs. and
IflOASTIER-BRAKEX everything in the bicycle line are sold byus at half theessia,
prices charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SUNDRY catalogue00 floT w but write an a pests! today. DO NOT THINK OF DUYINO abicycle or • pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
wonderful ogees we are Making. It only coots • postal to Imre everythiag. Write it NOW. 
MEAD CYCLE COMPANY, Dept.'"J L" C NIGH°, ILL
GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
41=•••=mirmars..... ,....•••••Tr. mew • -I.
Bicycles...... Bicycles
1906 Models Ready for Inspec on.
The "Tribune," "Rimblir,'"I'Vionarch"
and "Imperial"
,
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to see
these fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-
viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital can
produce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bella, Sundries,
etc., at right prices.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
7:::7 OLD 7-7.1-'1:27..E. 
'71M111
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
136 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentneki Tlseatrsi.
•
We are now open
for business at
121-123 N.
Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REA.L &TATE AGENCY
lADUCAH REtti, WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM i. eA51
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
tIntil • ce ev. WMITTICMORAL. Peaettua-o••• Ille
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. ▪ Residence Phone 736
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, i6o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES IN WALLPA-
-PER" 'MAT TTAS EVER BEEN-OFFERED 
INSURE WITH`""1.1
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TO
OFFER YOU s— L. L. BEBOUT
tt==t1t=123=21132=1::::=1
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c per roll.
Paper usually sold at roe we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of icture Frames, Mon ugs,
and Window Sharlee in all colors.
A large line of roofing arid build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
t=tilttlitttt=n2UTITH
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CI Iffe 315 Bw v
k3.
General Insurance Agency
Office:306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
tilitUSISTIMEISIVEM 11-MISISMESEMEMSIS ttSMIUMTUT:=UMMMTUMIUMIM=IM
M
‹ev
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
,Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY.
410-.=••••••••••••
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'THE REGISTER
a-
PUBLISH= BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
- 
(Incorporated)
Pit Kevater funding, 523 Broadway.
qAMEE1 WV,Iiii:1424. President.
:JOHN WILkzakir, Treasurer. '
1 10BgET S., WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as Beefed-class mail matter.
One Year ..  $5.00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  a.as
.10One Week
Anyone failing )o receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 3.•
Tharsclag Morning, April 12,71906
The, Sunday Closing Law. 
Ourgood Presbyterian mayor :s
too easilw impose*, on when it
cornEs tittunday-iaw violations by
certain saloon keepers. Like thou-
sands of our good citizens the chief
executive is never found in places
where he should not be. In an
afternoon paper he is quoted as
saying "The police have positive in-
structions to respect no one in the
enforcement of the Sunday closing
laws, and from our information
vcne of them are.''
The Retail Liquor Dealers asso-
ciation have an advertisement in the
local papers offering a reward of
$25 for each of the first four con-
victions of any one selling liquor
on Sunday, because the association
"believes that the Sunday liquor
laws of Paducah should be enforced
without partiality." The public will
at once conclude from the language
quoted from the advertisement
offering the reward, that the saloon
keepers believe that partiality is be-
ing shown by some one in regard
to the enforcement of the Sunday
closing law. As the mayor says the
police have "positive instructions"
on the subject, we presume that the
police are the ones charged with tha
enforcement of the law, and the
fact that rivals in business are al-
ways well posted as to what the
other may.be doing, it is but reason-
able to suppose that the positive in-
structions are not being obeyed. At
least it Icx-ilts rather odd that tht
saloon keepers would offer the re-
ward for the reasons given. Of
course any one so inClined could
doubt the sincirity of the reward
and say. it is hitt a scheme, but the
members in private back it up -With
pdsitive assertions The court rec-
ords will show that up to a few
months ago, that with but al./ ex-
ception or two, 'every saloon keeper
in the city was before the, city court
every three months and regularly
fined for keeping-open tti Sundays";
which is positive evidence that the
laws were violated with impunity,
and that such a procedure was but
a system of liceni-ing the violation
of the laws.
No marine what Itite!,t authorities
cr saloon keepers may say, it is a
fact that crowds of men almost
every Sunday are seen going in and
coming out of back or side doors of
the saloons.
If the good mayor will .put_...0n.
"fighting clothes" and not take
other peoples word for it, he can
soon satisfy himself on the sub-
ject. The action of the association
and the agitation of the matter,
together with the stand taken by
the general council, may, for a whil!
cause the saloon to remain closed
on Sunday, but judging from past
experiences it will not be long be-
fore the law will be violated by
certain saloons. In the meantime
let the mayor do a little investigat-
ing on the quiet and perhaps he
may at least be convinced that the
allegations of partiality are founded
on facts; and while getting men to
come out and appear as‘ witnesses
h difficult to do, yet they will give
enough information in private to
convince the most skeptical. The
public at large is laboring under the
impression that the flagrant viola-
tions of ihe Sunday closing law has
been known to the police, and this
ie where the people have the rigift
to expect steps to be taken to
quire those officers to enforce
law.
Construing the Charter.
re- bill. The floor of the senate and
the the galleries crowded. Senator
The manner of ordering public-im-
provements and assessing the cost of
same is a matter that confuses the
public officials at times, and will con-
tinue to do so until settled by the
courts. It is the fault of the charter,
which in many instances can be con-
strued in more ways than one. Un-
der the charter one-half of the gen-
eral council is elected each year and
it' sometimes occurs that a complete
change is made, and different ideas
are advanced, and frtquently changes
are made in the methods of transact-
ing the publics business, until today
it is difficult for an officer to say
just what proceeding is necessary.
In a general way the .charter is sup-
posed to designate the methods, yet
there are many subjects open to
more than one construction or inter-
pretation.
The idea was advanced in the
board of public works yesterday to
have die city take up all of those
questions and by exparte petition
place them before the courts for cor-
rect interpretations. That course will
settle those matters not only for the
present but for all time to come un-
til changed by the legislature. This
will save vexation, delay and cost.
At this time the question is up of
whether or not the city may order
storm water sewers independent of
street construction or reconstruction
and who should pay for the sewers.
Under the charter some officials
think the city can order the improve-
ment at any time and anywhere, and
charge it to the abutting property;
other officials differ with them. Out
at Twenty-third street, the property
owners want drainage at the cost of
the city. The city proposes to put
in storm water sewers down in the
city at its expense, and in other sec-
tions at the cost of the property own-
ers. •
Anothe estion is that of wheth-
er o t reets on which a skim of
was placed and afterwards
take into the city, have been origi-
nally constructed or not. If such
streets have been originally construc-
ted the cost of making them passable
will be reconstruction and the city
will have to bear one-half of the cost.
If such so:Called improvement is not
to be classed as original construction,
the city may order Alicut improved
and the entire expense charged to the
abutting property. The settlement of
that point means thousands of dollars
to the city one way or the other.
As the city of Padutah is hers to
stay and the charter is the grant
under which it is governed, good
sound business judgment would sug-
gest that such points susceptible of
two constructions, not yet passed on
by the courts, be taken up and settled
as speedily as possible. If this is not
done, it will only be a matter of time
before some of the tax-payers will
take such matters into the courts,
which means !stitch litigation and
costs. And should it develop that
the city has been pursuing the wrong
course much confusion will result.
Let's get down to business and find
just where we stand, by referring all
vexed or disputed questions to the
courts for settlement.
Must Pay the Penalty.
Governor Hnnly, of Indiana, has
ignored the petition for the pardon of
Ex-Auditor Sherrick signed by 21.000
citizens of the state. Sherrick was a
warm friend of the governor, hclped
to elect him and felt sanguine when
he entered the Michigan Ci'y peni-
tentiary that he would be speedily
pordoned. But the governor evident-
ly is determined to punish wrong dn..
ing to the full extent of the law no
matter if the culprit was a one time
friend and supporter.
I, lite eruption of Vesuvius and the
Idestruction of Southern Italian towns
is occasioning much misery destitu-
were
Hale of Maine, acknowledged his con-
version to Mr. Baily's way of think-
ing and  Lafollett patted the Texas
orator on the back.
To head off the 'Hearst design upon
the presidential nomination, the
democratic club of New York City
have endorses 'Wm. J. Bryan and
propose to advocate his candidacy in
1908. Next Monday night at a ban-
quet to be held at the Woldorf-Asto-
ria the Bryan booth will be formally
launched. This begins to look like a
united democracy for this club did not
support Bryan in 1896 and inoo.
cm PALL
IN NICE SHAPE
CHAIRMAN HARRY HANK
NOW RECEIVING BS
FOR WORK.
Seal Ceiling Be Placed in the Gen-
eral Assembly Chamber, and
Other Improvements Made;
Chairman Harry Hank of the
public improvement committee for
the city legislative authorities, yes-
terday announced that about next
week 'they would open bids put in-
by contractors, showing for what
they-would paint, varnish, newly
kalsomine and otherwise put the
City Hall building in first class
condition inside. He has received
proposals from a number of people,
while the balance will be in by next
%seek, and all opened. The contract
then goes to the lowest party, and
work will be started right away.
The inside of the hall has been
a shame and disgrace for several
years, the walls and ceiling being
dirty, woodwork looking bad, and
things in general evidencing plainly
the necessity of an overhauling.
The municipal boards several weeks
ago authorized the public irnproxe-
ment committee to go ahead and flo
the work, and now Mr. hank is not
letting any time elapse looking to-
wards that end.
They intend putting a steel ceil-
ing, finely painted, in the general
assembly chamber at the hall, while
the side walls of every quarter will
be freshly kalsomined and re-plast-
ered where needed, while all the
wooden work undergoes new paint-
ing. Mr. Hank estimates that it will
cost between $soo and $.600 to do
tbe work, but when once completed,
the city hall will be respectable
again.
tion and hunger. A relief movement
has been started in New York City
and Wins. R. Hearst heads the list
with a donation of $1,000. He has
been made chairman of the commit-
tee.
Dowie has employed legal talent
and proposes to re-establish himself
as the head of Zion by recourse to
law. One firm in Chicago backs kim
in his contest to the extent of $50loo.
. •
Senator Bailey; of Texa^, covIred
himself with glory in an intense,- in-
teresting four hour speech in an ort
of his amendment to the railwa rate
FUNERAL TODAY.
Services Over Mr. Hesselton's Re-
mains Be Conducted This
Morning.
This morning at to:3o o'clock the
faneral services over the retains Of
the late Mr. Eugene Hesselton will
be conducted at the residence of his
sister, Mrs. Lena Englert of .527
South Third street. The interment
follows at Oak Grove cemetery.
He leaves a wife, mother, 'one
brother, Mr. , McKenzie Hesselton,
and five sisters. Mesdames Lena
Englert, Eugene Tuttle and Mica
Mayme Hesselton of here, and
'Mesdames L. R. Jacobs and Charles
Tfugg of Owqrsb*-7.7, Ky.
WITH THE SICK.
•
Mrs. James Crow Quite Ill With
Pneumonia—Other Ailing.
Mrs. James Crow is critically ill
with pneumonia at their home on
Jackson between Third and Fourth
*tette
• M1r. C. L. Brnnson, th... florist, is
able to be out after a week's confine-
ment with illness lit their horns in
Rowlancitown.
Alderman William Miller has about
recovered from the attack of facial
erysipelas that has afflicted him for
two weeks past.
Mrs. Edward F. Lavcau has recov-
ered from. an attack of appendicitis.
"Brunson's Rebuilding Sale."
As we are to rebuild our. place
this summer to make it one of the
best in the state we will make a
building sale of plants commencing
Monday, April 16th, at prices that
will move the stockq quickly. We
offer roses at 3c, hclitrope at 2t,
coteus at 2C, nasturtium at 2C. Make
your selections early.
C. L. BIWNSON & CO.
Offices For Rent
In Fraternity building,
water, and jaintor "furnished.
to Jas. E. Wilhelm.
2457 Paul, W. IT:, Res., 912
way.
SPECIAL
The Rustic Jardiniem
Two §ed
Sizes 25c
Just the thing you want, and cheap at fou'r'
times the price asked.
Friday morning we will offer you this late and
beastiful design in Jardinieres exactly
like cut, in two sizes.
7 inch only15 Cents
9 inch only 25 Cts
This is something new and very useful, as well
as ornamentaL
cr.47ies's - 
1=.
wila BUR cti C .1f41,
P'41
112-114-116 North Fourth St. Paducah, Ky.
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FRANCHISE
BILL CHANGED
COMPANY MUST MAINTAIN
STREET FOR TWO FEET
OUTSIDE RAILS.
City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,
Now Drawing Up the Altered
Measure.
heat,
Apply
Broad.
A change was made in the fran-
chise for the new street railway
lines, during a meeting of the city
ordinance committee last evening at
the city hall. This alteration pro-
vides that the traction people shall
keep in repair what streets traversed
for two feet outside their rails, and ,
also alb the thoroughfare bciween
du rails. The ordinance her,cofOrc
considered provided for maintenance
of only one foot outside the rails,
and on this change being mad,. last
cycling City Solicitor Jame. Camp-
bell, Jr., was directed to bring in
a new measure to that effect bear-
ing on the franchise grant.
The traction people want to take
up a number of their rails now down
ost . certain streets, and build new
tracks on other thoroughfares, .0
bettering their service under the
new Stone & Webster management.
The ordinance, granting the car
company the franchise to the new
--to-be-nsad,has-basn -ado
once already by the council, but
provided that only one foot outside
the rails should be kept in good re-
pair by the traction peolile. As their
old grants issued some years ago,
ptovide that two feet outside the
rails shall be maintained by the
car line on every street covered,
this ordinance for the coming new
franchise is changed so it will con•
form to the old one.
This measure making the change
will be presented to the oouncil next
Monday evening for its first adop-
tion. Wherever the line runs over
a street improved with brick, bitu-
lithic or other material, the car com-
pany shall pay for this character of
material between its rails and for
two foot outside, just the same as
upon the graveled highways.
Dr. Hicks'
'Phone 432 .
!my. Phone
office 609 Broadway.
Residence iocr7 Broad-
•
CLOSE ON SUNDAY
•
Retail Liquor Dealers Offer Reward
for Convictions.
Believing that the Sunday liquor
laws of Paducah should be enforced
without partiality, the Retail Liquor
Dealer's Mutual Benefit Association
of Paducah offer the following:
Sas.00 REWARD
For the arrest and conviction,
subsequent to the date of this reward,
of any saloonkeeper, bartender, drug-
gist, drug clerk, any person connect-
ed with a quart liquor house, or any
other person or persons having li-
cense to sell spiritotts, vinous or malt
liquors in the city of Paducah. The
above reward will be paid for the first
four conditions under said laws, of
any four distinct persons or firms.
Retail Liquor Dealer's Mutual
Benefit Association.
by JOHN W. COUNTS.
Will Build New Court House.
To the fiscal court belongs much
honor for taking steps to build a new
court house These gentlemen under-
stand and realize the situation of the
courts and records at this time and
they should be commended for the
course they have taken in the mat-
ter. We say all praise to the honor-
able fiscal court—Murray Times.
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
Lao of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
1821).--Bougeno, Henry, Res., 205
Farley St.
2443--Gish, G. P.. Res., 730 Clark.
 a
TING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
4
4
KENTUCKY PRINTING
• COMPANY
121S 4th St.
a 
4•4441441.4•44+4•H-1444-+4-i-44-1•44 -
Back Of eirsty Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
Ths First American Life In-
-mance Co. The copy that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE .
for Policy-holders
I:.
 
Than any other Compay in the
....World...
O.
1 '14
Order your
EASTER SUITS
• from
J. LiThompsor
Tailor
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg I
Every man worries many women
and every womat‘:worriii some man.
Men are living conundrums that
keep their wives constantly guessing.
Every time a Man borrows trouble
he gets the worst of the transaction.
218 Clark.
150-1—Nichols & Deboe,
9th and Boyd.
2445—Sutherland Medicine Co., H.
R. Lindsey, Gen. Mein, private office
126 N. 3rd.
2gn-r Fetter St Greer, Market House.
2341- Weatheringtort; Adeline, Res,
424 Kincade. • --
1729- Moller, J. M., Res.,
Broad.
1479- Meachem, Mrs, Kate, Res.,
4(X) S. Third.
Like other commed:tles, teiephont
service 'should be paid according to
its value.
We have in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five times as many as
the Ind -pendent Co., outsido the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers es the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent CO. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable yod 'to reaoh fifty
million people fom y,our home. Call
300 for further informationi
EA9T TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
saloon,
17.11
• 1
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1701 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
IIME FIlES
AIL WISE AND G/LT--ll_GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST- 4
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS.
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAU'!'!.
FUL JEWELRY.
fl:L. WANNER,
Jeweler
4280Broadway.
PHONE 7724..
PABST BLUE MON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at 
,
Gray's Buffet,
Pahrier flouse Bar.
L. A. Lag•oinarsino.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
4a$ Broadway._
MANG*
PROGRUSINO
LAWYER L Xs TAYLOR
THINKS THINGS WILL BE
IN SHAPE StidiceisLY.
They Will Build Their Link of
Warehouses in Tipi Ater Fall
SwF** If Vpioekb- le.
Attorney L. K. Tay1or4 Nho, ia
engineering the big cottoestorage.
— warehouse project, yesterday an-
nounced that the financial end of
things is moving alum, picely
New York where he itittc- interested
4 magnates who prompunce it the
greatest scheme ofeJret age
for the cotton grVtttol
the market, and not the buyers,. or
trust. Mr. Taylor „bellows/ that
within the next month his ,Eastern
associates will codibla ',AWE of
financing the project., ,pfliens they will
then take up activevaorle towards
constructing the storage, warehouses
down South.
Mr. Taylor's compaw, is a 
000,000 concern and it took him
over a year to get thins tato rpn-
sting condition. Mil 'concern will
erect in all large Southern cities big
storage warehouses in which the
cotton growers plate their product,
and are guaranteed whatever price
the growers want to ask. By get-
ting all the product stored in their
warehouses the companyi can Con-
trol the price and make the buyers
pay whatever is demanded.
The Cotton Growers' association,
that includes cm's, raiser of th..:
product down South, has pledged it-
self as a body, to let the company
store what is produced.
It takes months to successfully
engineer a scheme of such unpre-
cedented nygnitude, but Mr. Taylor
believes they will have their ware-
Isouccs ready for the fall busineis.
CONCRETE ON
THE AVENUE
(Continued from Page One.)
kite
14+
others contend the re-construction
the. street is re-constructed, white BOUGHT 
PARKS 
 
 
completely cured.
ter have come out in a few months
has no connection whatever with the
- A well known local physician who
sewers. Many_ provisions, are incom- ' s is familiar 
_with- Dr. Leach's treat-patible and the desire is to get them
Settled as it would not cost very , ' ) LAWIIBRARI ntent says it is just as efficient in the
I
much and save great trouble.
Account much other business be-
ing before the board yesterday there!
Was postponed until next week the LAWYERquestion of creating the street clean-
ing odepartment by this city, to keep, CLAIMS
the public thoroughfares cleaned up.:
Killing Dogs.
Dalton. just now is suffering fret*
a rf,ted dug scare,' and the luckless
canine that makes a suspicious action
is pat to death. Several days ago
what was thought to have been a
mad_ dog bit_ several dogs ix . the
neighborhoisd and since that time tbe
residents have been fighting shy of
Oki 0; pets.
The mad dog first made his ap-
ce at the residence of G. W.
where efforts were made to
m He succeeded in making his
and bit several dogs in the
orhood before he was finally
by Guy Rea.—Madisowville
CT.
• 
ONE MORE
- CITY SESSION
porch, instead of canvass or metal.
his application was rejected on the
ground the boardof works did not
think they had eerinissen to let an
awning of this nature go up over the
public sidewalks.
The sewer connection in basement
of the L. B. Ogilvie and company
store at Fourth and Broadway is im-
properly made and causes water to
back up into the cellar. It *as or-
dered that the nuisance be abated.
The grade around Twenty-third
and Jefferson streets is of such a na-
ture that water accumulates and re-
mains standing until dried up, there
being no slope sufficient to drain it
off. City Engineer WAshington was
directed to investigate she matter
and see what could be done towards
effecting a drain before Contractor
Bridges starts work on the concrete
sidewalks that will be constructed out
that way.
The Independent Telephone Com-
pany tied with the board drawings
showing where they wanted to erect
new poles over town, where they
wanted to take down old ones and
put up new ones, and in fact make
many changes in this ' connection.
The permission was granted as the
drawings showed exactly where the
posts are to go, therefore they cannot
be put in front of anybody's floors,
gates, etc., where they do not be-
Song, 
the noara or works members dur-
ing their meeting yesterday talked
over at lengtk the many inconsisten-
cies the second class city charter con-
tains regarding the manner and
mode of proceeding with public
street and sewer improvements. Af-
ter considering the matter at some
length. Ihe boat4 diecided to again
take it up siinie tint( in the near fut-
ure and see ifthty cannot get ,the
legislative autintfritfesS •tn have the
city solicitor carry these ambiguous
sections into OA epourts and have
them construed and finally. settled.
For instanoe limbs pe9ple believe
storm sewers -tirrnvert"be laid ilaisei
MEDICAL SOCIETY PREPAR-
ING FOR COUNTRY
MEETINGS.
Dr. J. T. Reddick Instructed to Get
Up complete "Bad Pay" List for
Benefit of Members.
One more meeting will be held by
the MeCracken County Medical
socit4 here in the. city, wheti the
physicians and specialists then,,s.o4n-
nience conducting their gatherings
out in the rural districts every
month. The next city seilsid111
he with Dr. Frank Boyd week after
next, when the country assemblies
start.
Last evening the society met with
De. R. E. Hearne on the second
floor above the Paducah Banking
company at Fourth and Broadway,
and quite a number of the profes-
sional men were there indulging in
animated discussions regarding
aifferent cases and matters pertain-
:lig to their business.
During Me gathering there was
again brought up the question of
establishing fully the "bad pay"
list on which will he kept the names
of people who do not pay their
doctor's bills. Several weeks ago
the members inaugurated this idea,
and many of them tfirned in the
lists showing the had pay people on Sued On Note.
their respective office books, while James P. Holt sued .Abe and
now at this gathering the society Livingston for $320.8o claimed
secretary Ds. J. T. Redddick was upon a note that the Livingston
Bros., executed to Herman Fried-selected a committee of one to see
man September lath, 1899. Fried-that all the members turned in the
roll of dead beats. Getting all these
collected, the secretary will then
supply every professional man with
a combined list, showing those peo-
ple who have refused to pay all the
balance of the doctors. By hraving
this list on hand all the time any of
the medical men, when they receive
a call from somesne on the list, will
know the pay is bad, and then use
their own judgment as to whether
or not the party is deserving of
professional treatment.
Last night Dr.. Reddick. Rey-
nolds and Purcell were selected an
comntittee on arrangements, to
prepare for the meeting here next
month of the Southwestern Medical
society, which for two days holds
its annual gathering in Paducah.
NOT
FRANK LUCAS
THE BOOKS WERE
TURNED OVER.
The Afternoon Sun Was Sued By
Lawyer A. L. Harper For $50o
, —Other 4c-ions Instituted.
.„ •
This morning in the circuit court
Frank A. Lucas will file suit in the
circuit court against Judge D. G.
Park, for recovery of the law library
of the latter which Attorney Lucas
claims he bought in at the sale of
Constable A. C. Shelton who re-
fused to turn the books over to Mr.
Lucas.
The sale was made pursuant to
orders from Justice John Bleich's
court where the Masonic and Odd
Fellows Building company filed suit
against Judge Park for something
over Poo rent claimed due the com-
pany for the suite of offices the
judge occupied in the fraternity
building on 'Broadway near Fifth
street.
The court ordered Constable Shel-
ton to sell the library of Judge
Park to take the money and apply
same to the rent debt. Lawyer
Lucas bid on the library and bought
it in, but claims the constable and
Judge Park refused to turn the
books over to him, hence suit t9 en-
force delivery of the library to the
purchaser, Lawyer Lucas.
Riley_k_Coula_Gstat QfJr-
We will for a short time make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
best offer ever made by any studio in
this city. Ala other photos at re-
duced prices, all at our studio and
see what we have to offer before
making any engagements with any
other studio.
Photographically yours,
RILEY & COOK.
.'!Fine photos
Riley & Cook.
at unheard of 'prices.
He who hewn
destined to bMome
ure
faith
a
Afternoon Sun Sued.
In tie circuit court yesterday
Lawyer A. L. Harper tiled suit for
$5oo against The Sun Publishing
company, because the newspaper
prevented' Harper from making a
fee.
Lawyer Harper in his suit says
that some months ago the After-
noon Sun published that A. F. Free
was doubtless inspe, because the
latter kept the body of his dead son
embalmed and aboard his shanty
boat over on the other side of the
river here. Free got Harper to
bring suit for $5,00o against The
Sun on the ground that the publica-
tion was libellous. The paper com-
promised the matter with Free for
$soo, and had the suit withdrawn
over the protest of Lawyer Harper
who now sues The Sun for $5oo on
the ground that if they had not
gotten Free to withdraw the. suit,
Harper would come in for half of
good damages, claiming they had a
good case against The Sun.
Sam
due
man sold the note to the American-
German National bank„ and this
latter institution negotiated it to
Holt who now sues for its collec-
tion.
Due On Account.
E. S. Duiguid.of the E. S. Duigiud
and company firm, of Murray, Ky.,
filed suit against Charles A. Meyers
and others of the Bandana Mercan-
tile company for $59f49 claimed due
for goods Doigitul sold the others.
Settle Heyman' Estate.
There was filed a suit by George
D. Heyman and Edna Heyman
against Nathan Heyman and otherj,leirs of Mrs. Rosa Heyman. in
which it -is requested that the court
refer to the master commissioner
the matter of settling up the estate.
home of the patient as it is in the
pine woods.
It has a peculiar healing power
over affections of the throat, lungs
and btonchial tubes, will break up a
cold in twenty-four hours and will
cure any cough that is curable.
The treatment is very simple, con-
sisting of the Pure iVirgin Oil of Pine
mixed with whisky and glycerine in
the„iollowing proportilions:
Virgin Oil of Pine (pure)...Ysounce
Glycerine.. ...... 2 ounces
Good, whiskey .. ....... 8 ounces
Shake well apd_liatt...ill.teaspoonful
dotes every four-booms --
The ingredie s, ,,can be secured
front any gc't14 rtriptio druggist
at small cost.
Inquiry at the prescription depart-
ment of one of the leading druggists
elieited.the information .that the Pure
Virgin Oil of Pine is put up only in
one-half ounce vials for dispensing.
Each vial is securely sealed in a
round wooden case, with engraved
wrapper showing the name—"Virgin
Oil of Pine (Pure)"—plainly printe3
thereon. Only the cheaper oils are
sold in bulk, but these create nausea
and never effect the desired results.
ORDINANCES
IN BOOK FORM
JUDICIARY COMMITTEE TAK-
ING UP THIS QUES-
TION.
They Want to Weed Out All the
Dead Ones, and Include Those
Newly Adopted Bills.
Several members of the judiciary
committee of the public boards', met
last night at the city hall to take up
the question of having printd -in
book-form, the city ordinances and
resolutions governing public mat-
ters. Account the full committee
not lpdng there though, the session
was VISstponed until tomorrow
night 'hisheit the proposition will bc
entered into.
Several years ago there was
printed in book-form all the ordin-
ances, resolutions and other laws of
this municipality, but since then
many of the measures have been
repeated, and laws revoked, so they
are c4 no effect. There is quite a
number of these, while on the other
hand since tbe last issue of the
book, many new measures have
been enacted. Now 'in order to
weed the dead ones out of the book,
and include the new ones, the full
legislative boards have directed the
judiciary committee to go over the
ordinances and resolutions, select all
of those in effect, and have them
published in this pamphlet. By
putting them into a condensed book-
form the ordinances can readily be
turned to for scrutinization, others
wise they have to be looked up
among the records in City Clerk
Henry Bailey's office.
Has Scored Another Mark!
Alongside his gum dgbra ted Wil-
low Spring Whisky he has added the
long needed and -iiiiobiainable pin's-e-
1 Apple Brandy made from sweet mellow
I apples and distilled at a still in the
beautiful mountains of Tennessee, where
the willows grow tall and green and the
beautiful chrystal water runs from the
grove of Willow Spring, direct to the
still of Messrs Hennessee & Co., Mc-
Minniville, Tenn., distillers.
Remember this apple brandy is the first that has ever reached Pad-
ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remember that
the rectified and compounded app!e brandy is more poisonous than
the vilest whisky that is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy is
higher in price than the average TUA of pure whiskies and is scarcer .
than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recommended by ail
physician for certain ailments of the human body if they were sure
they could get the pure brandy also: there would be more of it drank
if it were not for the rectified compounded stuff they have to drink.
' Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON GloRERTO S
"THREE STAR" Apple Brandy. My brandy is bottled and sealed
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my name in b,
red letters on the inside of the lable next to the bottle which reads
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy x year old too proof. The bottle will
contain 32 oz of the pure Three Stars apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it. (He has
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tamper-d with. Also : tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity, strength and
quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbel
of strength, purity and innocence. 116 S. Fourth St., Paducahu, Ky.
MAIM, EFINGLII & CO
Undertakers a nd Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Kv
Washington "Owls."
It is being noticed in Washington
that many men in public life are
giving up late hours, having ob-
served that to live like owls and
take little exercise,..is a speedy pass-
port to the grave. Members of the
diplomatic corps are about the only
exceptions. They are owls of the
most pronounced type. Chekib
Bey, the Turkish minister, seldom
rises before o'clock in the after-
noon, and if he has his breakfast be-
fore ordinary folks are having their
dinners it is a red letter day for
him.
WEAR
Lender &Lydon's
3.50
..SHOES..
IN THE PINE WOODS
A Noted Specialist and His Camp for
Consumptives.
In the pine forests of Maine, in the
northeastern quarter, Dr. Leach, a
famous specialist in consumption and
kidtity troubles. has a camp in the
deep pine woods With the oil of
the white pine trees-he is effecting
cures that are attracting the atten-
tion of the world, and are so certain
In himself is that a relapse is almost unknown.
successful fail- Patients so ill that they had to he
I carried intc; the pine .‘oods on a lit-
I'.'.
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EVERY PAIR* GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Padn_cah, Ky.
We are now in a position to furnish any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus saving you themiddleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducahworkmen and strictly guaranteed.
Paducah Saddlery Coni,pAny
Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets Incorporated. Paducah, Kentucky.
567057‘111INCIA
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RUIN TH PICTURES.
PEOPLE WHO "BUTT IN- WHEN
CAMERA IS WORKTNG.
Scenes Carefully 'Arranged by Move
lag Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work is sometimes seriously
Interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
slamming in helps us," said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the taking of the pictures.
'It is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
lakes bold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a band Tn the
proceedings.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up a horsewhippine scene.
'The first part of the set was easy
-enough to get It was a scene in a
reetaerse+ In whieh a pretty girl,
seated at a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic
some man with a homely wife is din
lira falls to making goo-goo eyes at
*he man.
"The seeond scene, in which I tr.
'ranged to have the horsewhipping take
pace, took place reitslie the restate
ant. We'd got police permission to
take the pietures, and I had two ot
three men stationed in front of the
'restaurant to keep the crowe.
-while the phony horsewhipping as 1-
progress.
"When everything was all e I an
the rmic'Ine was enepping away at t
homely wife laying the lash arms.
the fac n.td shou:ders of the flirts',
s gl-I--tlie lash locked Ilk' rattan,
'but it was a phony, and didn't hurt
at all-our trcribles began.
"First a hi vannlean of a man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
-woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that he d:dn't believe in see-
ing no woman stineing another wom-
an like that, and that queered one set
of films. The machine bad to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
being informed that tho thing was
orly a tableau, nail that he didn't
'belong to the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, at that, and 1W -A to be in so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
-pieces that I e-e te eet a cop to walk
tine down the street
"When we get all set again and the
tersewhi ping of the flirtatious girl
was once mo-e going on a scrawny
hatchet-faced woman, who had just
pined the outer circle of the crowd,
at d whowasn't up to what was coin-
irg off. rushed into the scene with a,
shriek, grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in to rough-
bouse them both tor their 'Indecency
in fighting on the street.' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
stopped again.
"The incident as I had framed it
sir didn't call for anything like that
had it arranged that after the whip
p'ng had proceeded for a space the
g-Ilty husband of the losmely wife
w.,s to rnsh in and attempt to pep
crate the two women, when his wife
vies to turn on him with the lash, caus
lag him to skeidoo down the street
The girl with tee eteheoo Oyes was te
4107.8 the whip from the other wom-
an's hands and 'eat in to get hunk
for the cuttin Meal received, the
scene ending re that way."
CETHRON1'4G
Being Bratight About by the Mad-
era Spirit of Scientific
Research.
---
Another To' ent factor in the dethron
lag of alcohJI has been the spirit oi
scientific research of recent years, says
an Open Letter, In Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have been
carefully studying the effects of &leo
• ihgi'c liquors upon the various organs
he body. and, although they differ at
r conclusions upon some points, the
tit is that those physicians who have
t closely followed these investiga
is have, almost or entirely, abjure,:
ehoilce as a neceesary part of then
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol ha -.e convinted mans
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only In the Imagination, and
belong to the errors of an age which had
 
_go_facilities for accurate obssivation
'The food qualities of the grakie and
• 
fruits, it is now believed by many au-
thori' les, are destroyed in the process of
making alcoholic drinks Even the
Stimulat ing qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many, who class It among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effeet.
OF ALCOHOL
CHAFING DISH "BLUFF." A TEST BY FIREMEN.
Concoctions Always Cooked Before
They Are Brought in from
the Kitchen.
The waiter placed the chafing dish
carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. It wasp. very
Ornate chilling dish with silver lobsters
holding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented v. ith crabs and fishes and
other denizens of the deep, says the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who pride I herself on her ac-
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well ceeked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the Leme of the ornate lamp.
The waiter api coached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit impertinently, he said:
"It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
-things half ccJkell the restaurant
would be boycot•ed ht a week. Every
one thinks he n make things in a
chafing dish ac "ces to turn the lamp
up and down . -.Jr the contents of
the dish, but in a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them. It's all a bluff. The chafing dish
is very good to keep a thing hot and-
( think the rarebits ..tight to be served
in them, but it's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stuff that's served in them is not
cooked in a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much dig-
nity as she could command, served the
crab-meat and deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the other side, and tried to look as
'ie didn't know the waiter was
oin a hundred miles.
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as 1886 and 1887 vent
son was as cheap as beef in the fall
the choicest Cute Felling for 121,e centi
a pound, while wild turkeys could be
had for 75 cents each when tame tun
keys no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
or will geese were hard to get rid of,
is no one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so good
se now, and the fish were nearly all
perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
bead of deer in Uncle Joe Lewis' deer
park came from a pair he caught in
the early days and penned op in a
pasture lot.-Anthony Republican.
Congo Salt Menthes.
Along the central pare of the
river there are a number o
marshes. The Africans dig s
boles in these, whence issue at
Of hot water which, on being
seated, leuel a midge Qj liCte
Congo
salt
hallow
reams
evage
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
Nine-Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Kaffir&
South Africa is foreseen as achieve
ing its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse produclee countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabbie,in horse flesh needs
both ceperience and courage. The
KailIrs provide nine-tenths of the
horses sold. When • dealer arrives
in a native territory be sends round
word that he has come to purchase
hor.es and the natives roll up with
all sorts and descriptions of the eque
nine tribe, which for the most part
are of no earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
an exorbitant price, which he never
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
a sum which no sane man could ac-
cept_ But eventually a price Is agreed
on and the owner receives a written
order for the amount, which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash.
By easy stages a descent is made on
the next purchasing site and by de-
grees a decent sized troupe is got to
getber. When these arrive at their
final destination their original owners
would not recognize them. They have
been clipped on the way down, had a
few condition powders and had a gen-
eral cleaning.
ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR.
for Six Hundred Tears the Em-
pire Was Minus a
Physician.
According to Pliny, Rome flourished
for 600 years without a doctor. It is
maintained by some, however, that
when making this statement Pliny was
not aware that certain Greek physi-
cians resided in Rome, at least during
a part of the period named. But there
is certainly no questien that in the
early days of its history, physicians
were very scarce in Rome, and doubt
lege because there was little occasion
for their services. With the advance
of civilization maladies have multiplied
and with the increase of disease there
has been a proportionate increase of
physicians. There are at the present
time in the United States' not less
than 150,000 physicians, and the num
ber is increasing at the rate of several
thousand annually. Whether or not
the world is better for this great mul-
tiplicity of medical men is a question
upon which there may be a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glass.
Changes in the color of glees are
caused by subjenting It to the action
of what are kno-t.n as ultraviolet rays
of TOT. RomethTnf-The same sod
may be observee on high mountains,
where old glass front bottles originally
green, after exposure to the light of a
great elevation In the regions of per-
petual snow, attains a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen in connection with the glass
Insulators ueed on telegraph or tele-
phone lines in mountain districts.
Hub.
"What makes Skribbler
ehesty?-"
"Why, man, that fellow
conduct the 'Through the
walk so
used to
Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when his hat is off. He knows Riley
and all those big guns by sight
Why shouldn't he walk chesty?"-
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Be Meant Well.
"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first woman I saw stand-
ing up my seat in the street car. OuN
I didn't do it." ,
"Old habit too strong, eh?" .,i
"No; I couldn't get a seat to le•
r
EXPLOSIVES BURNED TO AS-
CERTAIN THE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Insufficient
Force to Do Much Damage-
Interesting Expert; _
matt.
I An Interesting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth. says the Boston
Herald, for the purpoie of having de-
termined the extent of danger there
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. in • great many hardware stores
It is known that ammunition is carriedi in stock, and in gun stores ammuni-
I Uon, of course, is a regular part of the
Stook in trade. It has been thoeudefis
, that this class of material was •
' character that would grove seriously
1 dangerous In ease of dm became Ire-
meh would naturally be afraid to IS-
tor buildings where, in consequence of
,esplosioas, their lives would be endso-
gored. it has been customary in most
cities to have ordinances passed reg-
ulaUng the amount of gunpowder that
can be carried in a mercantile stock,
and LIAO designating the manner in
which the powder shall be kept and
the place in the store in which the te-
nantable shall be placed. Then, in
Boston, the ordinance provides that
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal
receptacle; that the amount carried
at quiy one time 'hall be strictly lim-
ited, and that the metal boy in which
It is kept shall be placed near the
door of the store at a plea* known to
the firemen, so that in the event of
fire it can be easily removed. But
with axed immunities regulations of
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal has been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief has existed that If
a gun store were to take fire it would
be dangeroue to enter it, and, indeed,
It might be dangerous for anyone to
peas in the near vicinity at the time
of the fire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took place,
I and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder In bulk will
i explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of fire from
!the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically simultaneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
In a building put up for the purpose,
In which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic
rifle and pistol cartridge... Altogeth-
er, in the two tests, in ea e of which
the cartridges were left free, and the
other In which they were put in con-
fined space, as in boxes, bo,O00 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found, as the result of put-
ting these in buildings specially built
to be burned down, that an exploding
cartridge has not sulfides* force to
tear open the adjacent cartridge, and,
therefore, cannot communicate fire to
the powder charge of Its neighbor In
a fire each cartridge explodes Indivies,
ually, and explodes when Its partla
ular primer is heated to the flashing
point, but the flash from one Cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge
consequently, instead of havine simul-
taneous explosions. there is • eerie*
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunitioo burn-
ing these follow in quick succeesion.
Like musketry tire.
The danger from flying fragment. ot
exploding carts is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartrilge
shell, when unsupported by the gun
chamber, bursts at the first indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure
The escaping gas expends lb enemy
in tearing open the shell rather than
In throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothlag to confine the eq..
caring gas, it has little propulsive
force Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn off and thrown torus
Ii tie distance, but the bullets handle
ever fly; that Is. the heavier parts a!
the cartridge remain behind and ont
the lighter parts are thrown off. ant'
tile with no great force or velocity
Ii a fire firemen can keep well beyon'
the range of the thrown fragments ane
rill be_within easy working distance
a• d as close to the Ore as the hest will
permit. .
In the Duluth tents It was fount' tha:
fragments of cartridges were tbrowe
' trent -20--to-80-fret7-tott-witit
velocity that those who were hit suf
fe-ed no discomfiture. The cartridita
b-rned contained more than 4nL
prunds of black and smokeless oow
der. a sufficient quantity, if kept in
bulk, to have made a very serious ex
p,oston; but when th-is divided it scat
found that little, if any, damage wt uld
be caused by it.
Senitarium and Sanatorium.
Thtee two terms are frequently con-
fused: "Sanitarium" is from sanitita
meaning behltli, and Is correctly applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con-
valescents. Sanatorium, from senare. to
heal. is correctly applied to institutions
4-signed for the special treatment of
sick persons. Be, for instance, places
where consumptives are treated.-
allyerson's American Family Magazine
Plain Talk.
Horstwife-And• you left your last
piece because of a querhel with your
mistress?
Applicant-Not a quarrel, mum.
"How was It, then?"
'"Well, mum, she was either Inter.
term' ;aid me, an' I shpoke to her U
one lady to another." - Cleveland,
tuor."-Cleveland Plain Dealer, LA1.4.1a.
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol," a silver solution.
He writes:
"Much has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per-
formed to save the life of the patient.
kt would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' C011angol is a form,
of pure silver soluble In water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver.
quick silver and some other metals sol-
uble in water were discovered within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
erty of silver has long been known, as,
for instance, in the form of lunar caus-
tic, which has also been administered
internally. It's use, however, has been
very limited. Based upon this knowl-
edeg succesaful experiments have been
made by some goted physicians through
the use of the soluble, non-irritating
and non-poisonous silver in suppurative
diseases, as, for instance, in the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of LeutkIrc.h, has
now used collangol in appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statersept
in the last number of the Iftutich Med-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good moults. Within two
or three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow-often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
Exempting two with very severe cases
out of the Ti which cam* ender his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
Justified is stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed, be It
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherwise favorable
experiences with this remedy it Is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect But after all it will esquire a great
deal of very critical observation before
it will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many lives. The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cameo to
make a real criticism possible. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long
Further experiments will te awaited
with great interest, says the betas-
kalfa."
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
of the Time When Legal Terms
Had a Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persons the phrase "This in-
denture witnesseth" is as much Greets
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet L 3th are relics of
the time when these legal forms car-
tied with them a significance not ob-
taining at present.
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin
The parchment was seldom trimmed
exactly and the top WY scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent-
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the custom, still obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the 'Anise has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic of those (Ad-
en times when only clerks and the
clergy could wield the pen_ It was the
custom for the contracting parties to
lay their hands upon the document In
token of their good faith and there re
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily ideliti
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document. It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
required in law, though the need for
It. passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red paper affixed by the
I. -as necessary as- -tie algsa-r
ture to certain documents.
A court of law is a reminiscence of
the time when justice sat In Ills open
court yard. and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree teied to
separate the lords of justice trona their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living? What
is your trade or profession?" wilted the
judge of the prisoner.
"I am, your honor, a pharneaccoca-
tagraphologist." His tenter threat-
ened to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the word was all
right, meaning a writer of preecrip-
Mac -Philadelphia Press.
Not Square.
"How do we know the world is
round?" asked the school teacher
"Bemuse we know It isn't square."
promptly replied the toy who had been
absorbing knowledge about graft mat
FRENCHMAN'S LOVE-LETTER
Example of the Ardent Epistles
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
Frenchmen are generally held to be
-I cannot say perfect lovers, as Mr.
Sutro understands them-but skillful
lovers, wiliest M. Tessier, in the Lon-
don Daily Mail.
Now, everybody knows that letters
pia:, a great part in lovemaking, and
that more than one woman has been
captivated by the poetic and romantic
writing of the man she loved.
An amorous Frenchman, writing to
Suzanne, for instance, will begin his
letter with "Ma petite Suzanne cherie,"
or "Ma mignonne sdoree," "Mon petit
chat" (oat here has not the same sense
as the English "cat"), or "My sugary
Suzanne." Rat, poulet (chicken),
canard (duck); but never "goose," are
the pet names usually employed.
At the end of his letter, in which he
has sevegn to love her and be faithful
In her forever, or has threatened to
commit suicide by drinking a mortal
mixture of peppermint and water, the
amorous Frenchman will "embrace"
Suzanne "with all the strength of
his soul," or "devour her with kisses,"
or send her "a thousand caresses from
her wicked and poor Suzanne
will immediately answer and yield, be-
cause she will be afraid of being the
cause of a suicide, and, above all, be-
cuss she finds that after all he is
a nice fellow. •
.Ah, if we were allowed to have a
look into the letters addressed "poste
restante- in Paris, we should be edi-
fied, as without exaggeration six out
of ten letters sent to all the post of-
fices in the gay city are love mes-
sages.
It is extraordinary how many kisses
the postmen carry! It ii a kin of
modern torture of Tantalus for them.
In France, where breach-of-promise
cases are almost unknown, people
have not the same opportunities of
amusing themselves over love mis-
alv.,i read In court and printed in
ehe newspapers, as often happens here
But a compensation may be found in
the "Petite Correspondence" of car-
taia French Journals.
The lines printed there are some-
times extraordirare, and it is easy to
divine what exciting love adventures
or passionate dramas lurk behind
these public love communications.
This example will prove that I do
not exaggerate. The following lines
appeared in a Parisian paper, and I
traneeate them literally:
"I suffer to• much I adore you, and
cannot think you lore another man.
Your letter gave me confidence in our
future happiness. I am mad! I shall
love you forever! If you are happy,
forget me; but I shall alwaye be yours
If you are in trouble. ileepairing kiss
from roar slave, X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Faith on the Pa: t
of One.
The Choctaw Indians term them-
selves a nation rather than tribe, and
just 'now the nation feels deeply dis-
tressed by the fiat that one of its
members has broken faith. He had
made a promise and felled to keep it.
Because of this the nation deems itself
dishonored.
The Choctaws are red men In the
lofty character of their code and the
rigid adherence to its unwritten prole
Mons they rise above any body o:
white men in the world. The Choctaw
gives his spoken pledge and no bond
is asked. if charged with crime et
under conviction, he goes his way until
the appointee time, and then he comes
unsought and unattended to face trial
or death. That such should be his con-
duct is accepted by his fellows as mere
matter of course.
A few years ago Walla Tenaka, a
full-blood Choctaw, by profession a ball
player, was found guilty of murder and
sentenced to be shot. Between the day
Of sentence and the day of execution
intervened the baseball sea on. The
doomed prisoner was turned loose
without any formaHty of bail, instruct-
ed when to return and be executed.
He played ball as if no unusual con-
dition existed and upon the arrival of
the fatal day was on hand and faced
the rifles without flinching. The inch
dent was considered remarkable by all
but the Choctaws themselves. Ac-
cording to their lights no other out-
come was possible.
The Choctaw whose faithlessness has
hurt the pride of his people is charged
àTt nomirede ant-be- had- been-re-
leased on his own recognizance. There
eas no doubt that he would return for
trial, but he failed to glum and later
was captured and bronight back. He
can expect little sympathy from the
Indians, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them.
Is it possible that the Choctaw is
becoming too civilized? If be is to be
regarded In the future as no more hoz
est than the paleface, the change must
be deplored. When a white man is
charged with serious offense be must
remain in prison or sae substantial
bail. For him to giveWhie rind then
vanish, not to show himself again, Is
no uncpmmon procedure. To tiust a
white murderer at large on the the
that he would voluntarily walk te
execution wou. be a piece of telly
The Indian, stoical, untaught in any
academic school of conduct, lacking
the .advantage of generations trained
In morale, yet ea n give a lesson to
those who should be his superiors.
Rock, ye
land Honey
Compond
Zed News.
First Hobo-Eros a nice go!
Second Hobo-Wot's up pow?
'This year's champagne vintage la
. _
Want one.
.records.
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep.
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever ae le
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
504 and 11. Bottles.
BACON'S
DIWG$STORLS.4
& Jack:ion fire. phone .
7--alt -It Clay Sta.. idiom 611.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Ofike over Globe Bank and Treat
3o6 Broadway.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
- Will be keenly appreciated
.4fter a trial by people who sui-
'ler from bradaches—severe or
occasicmal or chronic.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
Casing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. U. Oehlschlaeuer
DRUGGIST 
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Atterney-at-liw
Room No. s,
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky,
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms $ sad 6 Register Boiltding,
ess 1-0 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
New Ph.rie ego.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstrec:ing of Tides.
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to beep up the pep-
utation our fountain has for magrld-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TRL. 70.
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STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH • •
WM bring pleasure mu your
home during the long winter
eveninge They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Big selection of
Warren- & Warren
je.JewelerE:
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SCHEME THAT FAILED PROOF THAT YOU VIEWPOINTS.
• LITTLE ADVENTURE TE •
HOTIEL.
"As prnsperous as you see me now, two
weeks ago I was on the hog," remarked
Ferguson, as he paid the man in the
white duck jacket and settled his Bel.
UllaUng serafpin more securely in his
grass-green necktie. "I had drifted into
Sioux City with $2.63 cents in loose
change in my pocket and a We/Dolma
• reputation, as far as Sioux City was con-
cerned. I calculated that before I got
out of there the reputation would get
spotted up some, because I was hunting
Guff Nilson, who had agreed to meet me
at h. Booge.
'I made a few cautious inquiries in
a roundabout way concerning friend
Guff and I was finally directed to a fine
sandstone building, where I was in-
formed he was staying. I didn't call
on him. What was the use? I knew
. i he wouldn't be at liberty to do me any
good—not for 82 days, anyway.
"I had a good-looking valise with
me that I found at Missouri Valley, when
we changed cars. It was a disappoint-
ment inside, as it contained nothing but
four soiled collars, • briar pipe, two ham
sandwiches, a razor and a hairbrush, but
It was a dandy externally, and I thumped
it down on the marble in front of the
hotel clerk with all the confidence in the
world.
" 'I'll be here for a few days,' I said,
'and I want a good, light room with a
bath.'
• "It went. Ile did ash me If I had any
baggage chocks, but I took no notice of
him. Aot wen as I got to tbe room I
boy half a dollar and thee
west down and bought a 25-cent cigar
at the clear stand so that the clerk could
see me.
.."I went to bed at a tolerably early
our that night. I didn't want to do any
. ,study up some plan of campaign. I
eap grafting if I could neap it and I had
Swine ooncioded that I would do what
I could with the hotel and hike right
out on the early morning train. So about
two o'clock I went softly out In my
qt stocking feet with my handy little
pocket assortment of tools and stole
• into the room next to mine.
"That was all I stole. There came hair-
raising yelps from the bed by the time
I had got to the bureau. If you ever saws
swift and smooth get-away in your
life 14 was the one I made. I went like
Liom-cat out of the pantry window, and
Kivu in my own room safe and sound
before the echo of that cry died away
on the startled air and I got into bed is
a hurry.
Just at that instant as I heard the
sound of hurrying feet a bright idea
came to me. I grabbed my trousers,
took out the $1,83 I had left and slung
:eta out of the open window. Then I
poked my head out of the door and
joined the chorus of alarm up and down
the corridor.
" 'What was it? I asked the clerk.
whom I recognized in his disguise of
gyjamas and bathrobe. 'Is it burglars?
I'll bet it is, because if there wasn't one
in my room tea minutes ego I'm badly
tooled I was three parts asleep when I
woke up and I thought I might be mis-
taken, and dozed off again, but I can't
and my trousers.'
"Somebody else called him then and
he excused himself and hurried off. I
what back and turned on the electric
light and got into bed. In about ten
minutes there was a knock at the door
and tbe clerk came in with a stout in-
dividual he introduced as the proprietor.
They asked me to tell them what I knew
about the recent disturbance. and I nar-
rated how, hearing& slight noise. I woke
up and thought I saw a dark figure flit
across the room and out of the door. but
hearing nothing more I imagined I had
the nightmare and snoozed off again
till the yells in the next room lifted me
out of bed In quest of my basement cloth-
ing now missing.
"Mr. Proprietor was very sorry. No
a doubt there had been robbery, but the
robber had escaped. The lady in the
next room had given the alarm just in
time to save herself from the loss ol
jewels valued at $2,C00. TWO( of that!
But he would see me in the morning.
" 'I expect you to,' I en Id. significant-
ly. 'I value those trousers of mine at
$300. There was that much currency in
them. I think it's up to you to make
good.'
"Ile went sadly away and I turned
over on my pillow with a mind at ease.
Of course. I knew he'd never dig up
any three centuries on my say-so, but
it was a cinch in my mind that I was
fixed- for stleitst -te Chicago, reasonable
expenses and new trousers. Under the
circumstances that was good enough for
me.
"Did I get 'em? Nit, not. He came
pp according to agfeement, but be
brought something with him. It was
my trousers. They'd caught on the rail
of the fire escape on the floor below and
instead of being grabbed by some passer-
by or falling into an alley ash can, they
had bl.en waving there gracefully in
the morning breeze, attracting the un-
divided attention of close on a thousand
people In a bunch.
" 'Strange!' I said. 'He must have
taken the money and thrown the trous-
ers away.'
" 'Very strange!' says be. 'Very
strange, indeed!' He looked aVne with
a cold gray eye, coughed behind his
hand and went out.
"There was something foreboding in
his -manner. I got instantly into those
trousers and I guess I bit the office floor
by way of the staircase and was out
on the street before e could 'drop down
on the elevator. I left the valise. I
didn't have any use for it In the herr
car that 1 managed to sneak away into.
anyway.
“I got to Omaha, all right, though
somewhat th a were* for wear, and there
I found kind friends. But somehow I've
sot a hunch that I only missed visiting
Guff Nilson by a lanlf a heir's brea,1111,
sif'er all."--Chicago Daily News.
•
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NEVER CAN TELL.1
THE AUTOMOBILE.
The artistic structure aUió that The Incident—A huge touring
the storekeeper was building only 
- 
red and carrying a staring-eyed
lacked a few dozen cakes of comple- chauffeur and a pretty girl—dashed
tion, but that necessitated the open- down the long, straight aveuue.
lag of a new box, and the architect, , A yodhg woman of a certain pale
after a lingering look of pride on his , lovelinese that could never pass unno-
work, went to the back room aftet ticed left the sidewalk and started to
chisel. at moment u
Jones entered the store and, with
sidelong glance and grin at Washing
ton Hancock, pulled out the key cake
of the arch and fled, whooping with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, Rufe," said
Hancock, consolingly, to the store-
keeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
that you'd been ill -anorak' flxlD 'it
up. He jest allOwed he'd have a little
sport with you. There ain't no real
harm in Bud an' cusain' never done
no good to nobody, nohow."
"If he don't come to be hung I miss
my guess," said the storekeeper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
"He might make a good reformer.
He's give you a chanst to make
right smart better dofunny than you
had afore. If he hadn't been askeered
o' you he might have told you how to
build it up again. No air-ee, you can't
never tell what a boy is join' to turn
out nor what his raisin' is join' to
do fee him. Jove. hear of Gosport
Scubberly 7"
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered soap.
"Yon don't know until you (19 hertz
about him." said Hancock, equably.
"You probly think he's a new brand
3 prunes, but he ain't. He's a pros-
p'rous citizen, an' I remember the time
when it was the gen'ral opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones Is worth a ten-acre lot full
3 boys like Goa Scubberly uster be,
en' Gos owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
berry that 'ud make your mouth
water. Uster be runnin' around bare-
foot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones what gits out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Gott wasn't smart," said Hancock.
"He was about as ornery an' triain' a
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's
heart. He wasn't enough of an Mit
to put in the state asylum, but he
did'nt lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud fence an' as lazy as
—as Marve Parsons, there. fills moth.
er jest kep' him out o' school an'
didn't do a singie liven' thing but feed
him up an' make over him—'specially
teed him up He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an' sleep. Nobody
blamed him, either, for His' bcubberly
was a little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o' life in Missouri).
-She was a widder woman an' Goo
port was all the young one she had.
Scubberly left her • good farm an
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
lived in town. She took a notion that
Goo was delikit an' wasn't likely to
live long an' she hardly let him out
of her sight.
"Weil. as I was earn', Scub-
berly was a No. 1 cook. She could
make waffles that 'ud jest melt in
your mouth, an' make pies that if
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an'
she'd take herbs an' flavorin's an'
seasonin's an' do things to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream could be done to
'em. She made a little garden out
back of the house an' raised all Man-
ner of garden truck an' she was all
the time exAin• around in the stores
for suthin' good or studyin' up re-
ceipts in the paper for suthin' new
that she reckoned might tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
git to be delikit. His vittles had to
be about jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much flavorin'
In 'tother an' top little in suthin' elso
You never seen nothin' like it. An'
all the time folks was sayin' what
would become te Gosport when he
growed up, him never doin' lick or
gettin• any sense or gumptiche They
fin'ly got to talkin• to the widder about
It, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for Gos. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked _ an.' put up  _preserves an'
sasses more'n ever, an' worked -Ear-
der'n ever in the garden.
"Finly when Gus was about 20 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy do then?" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around for a place to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left hire
clost on to $10,000, an' he tried to
buy suthin' to eat with It. But there
wasn't nothin' in town fit, so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back In
a year broke an' ready for plain hog
an' hominy, but he wasn't."
"Speculated with the $10,000?"
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Hancoce. ,"He spent
it all an' then got a good job. Wen-
ceslaus Stevens came back from San
Francisco an' said he seen Gosport
there. He was taster for • big tea
house. They said he had the finest
palate in the whole trade. He's still
mdkin• money on that palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
hcis makin' big money:/'
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, then." commented the store-
keeper. "He'd probly have been on
the county if she hadn't edgercated
hts palate."
"I don't know," said Hancock,
thoughtfully. "He might have done
torable well keepin' store."—ChIcago
Daly New!.
TITLES CHEAP IN EUROPE.
An Instance Illustrative of the Read-
iness with Which They Are
- Accorded. ----
"The martial spirit that Pervade.
Europe makes the average civilian very
much of a nonentity as he journeys
about the gay capitals across the wee
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord
cross the roadway. Straight forward, 
ing to ttre San 
Francisco Chronicle'
with a glance neith(r to the right not if you want to attract attention when
the left, she hurried until, with a faint you go to Europe, you want to have a
cry, she dropped to the ground just a*
the whizzing wheels lashed the dust 
military title attached to your name.
into a cloud about her. 
, The fact was forcibly impressed on
A policeman gave three sharp notes 
my mind while I was on a European4
on his whistle. A bystander, his eyes 
tout' some time back. The clerk at
wide with horror, dashed across the 
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
_street and leaned over the prostrate 
me that two distinguished officers from
tam. Thai young -ivothiti- stirre41-1111 
city bra' been rpending some time
opened her eyes and rose to her feet, 
at the hotel a little while before. I
"Thank you; I'm quite uninjured." w
as curious to see who they were, so
she said and turned away. 
we looked back over the register for
their nan.es. We found them with.
The Bystander--By George, I saw a 
out much trouble. The first be greet
crazy thing this afternoon, 
Tom. A' my ga
ze was written down in this
mighty pretty young woman tried to rashi":
cross Fairmont avenue when there 
"Col. M. H. Hecht San Francisco,
was a big red devil of an automobile , Cal- 
U. S. A.'
coming down the road. By Jove, it was 
"Further down on the page," inter.
an outrage, Tom, an outrage! The 
rupted the clerk, "you will notice the
thing bore down upon her like a re
-name of Gen. Salz."
lenUess fiend. There seemed no ea- 
"There, in a bold hand, was in.
cape, positively no escape. It's a mar- 
scribed 'Jacob Satz, Gen. Her., San
vel that every bone in her body wasn't Fr
ancisco, Cal., U. S. A.'
crushed into jelly. And she came out "What actuall
y happened was this,
at it unscathed—absolutely unscathed! as I
 subsequently learned. Sale, who
Imagine my amaiement, when I hur- is *ell
 known as the owner of a big
tied to pick up what I supposed would tannery 
at Benicia, arrived at the ho-
bs a lifeless corpse, to have that same tel, an
d, noticing Col. Hecht's name
emu get to
 
its feet and "Lk offi and title on the registe
r, decided that
he needed a title himself. So he wrote
after his name what he thought was a
proper abbreviation for 'general met'
ehandise.' It worked beautifully. Dur
ing his stay at the hotel he was re
spectfulle addressed as 'Gen. Salz.'`
And I? I stood like a ninny looking
after it.
•
—
The Policeman--The car was num-
bered 6,714, sir. It was at the Juno,
tion of Piedmont street and Fairmont
avenue when I spotted it, and it wag
running way beyond the speed limit. I
gave the signal, and Dolan held them
up a block below.
Pretty Girl—Why, mamma, it was
horrid—perfectly horrid! Only think
Of it—arrested—me! And poor Wil-
kins—he wasn't going fast at all. Just
as if I should allow my chauffeur to
do that!
It would hare been all right,
mamma, and nothing would ever are
come of it if • it Ladu't been for a stu-
pid little dowdy woman who tried to
cross the road riatit in front of us.
Silly! I could have shaken her! Of
course some one saw us then, and we
were stopped by that horrid police-
man.
Was she hurt? How should I know?
We went by so quick I couldn't see;
and after that man stopped na—
humph! I was so indignant! As for
Wilkins, he was so queer I was half
afraid of him. Actually, I don't know
but the thing turned his mind.
The Chstiffeur (to himself)—How
slow we go, we seem to crawl. I'll let
her out—out—out! There—now it's
something like! Ah, the wind—the
wind!—it thinks to conquer me. It
beats my face and stings my eyes into
tears. Conquer me—me? Why, •
twist of my hand so—and so—and so—
ah, now we're moving! Ah, ha, Sir
Wind, and you fight the harder, eh?
I'll show you! There, take that., will
you?—and that—and that! I'll beat
you yet, you puny thing! Look at
the houses; look at the trees; see them
fly at my approach!
What's that—that black thing
straight in my path? A woman
Does a thing of skirts and feeble
strength like that think to stop my
course? No—a thousand times no!
On, straight on—not one inch will I
swerve! Ah, ha, she's down—down
beneath my feet; and I have won—
won!
The Young Woman (writes)—To you
my little book, I will tell the truth.
I meant to do that thing to-day. I
meant to have those wheels crush out
my raiserable life. I thought it fitting
end proper that her pleasure carriage
should destroy the existence her beau-
ty had already made of no value. I
picttfted him when he should see my
poor, dead body crushed into nothing-
ness by the woman who had stolen
his love from me; but, as the picture
grew in my vision I suddenly saw the
scorn in his eyes and the sneer on his
lips that he had ever loved so weak a
thing as I had proved myself to be—
and 'twas then that the wheels were
&limit_ upon _me! How I dropped to
the ground and slflid'WbMtM
o. the elonster, I do not know myself
—but I did It; and the ugly rubber
tires only ground my skirt into the
dust.
And now I can walk and talk and
laugh; and oh, little book, tiow good
just living seems!—Town Topics.
No Go.
"Here's a bit'-of verse," said the
caller, "which I dashed off while on
the train the other day. See if you
don't think it shows a little of what
you might call reserve power."
The editor read it through.
"Yes," he said. "It shows entirely
too much reserve power. You ehoilTd
have dashed it dear off the train,"—
Chicago Tribune.
THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
Description of a Trap That Gives the
Captive a Ride After It Is
Caught.
Now it is an automobile mousetrap
It is made of perforated tin and has
three wheels. The wheel in front is
several inches in diameter and resem-
bles the wheel in a squirrel cage,
says the New York Sun.
When the mouse has entered the
trap and taken the bait, thus closing
the door behind him,' a little passage
leads trim to the big wheel in front
Here an ingenious arrangement allows
him to get in but prevents his getting
out of the big wheel once he has en-
tered.
In his efforts to escape the mouse
sets the big wheel to whirling. This
rests on the floor and acts like the
driving weeel of a leen-netire In a
minute the mouse is spinning about
the floor.
Just why it should be thought ad-
visable to give the mouse an auto-
mobile ride after he is caught the
mousetrap ('ealer doesn't know. What
Is more to the point with him is that
the little novelty has attracted a good
deal of attention and hence sales have
been frequent.
WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS.
Startling Phenomenon Recently Wit-
nessed in One of the Moun-
tain Lakes.
---
The rare spectacle of a waterspOut
on one of the Swisa.lakes was wit-
nessed. and fortunately photographed,
on the afternoon of June•19 last. The
phenomenon appeared at a little tete?
four o'clock, In the middle of the Lake
of Zug, which Iles at the foot of the
Rigi. Observers- at Feisenegg saw
vaporcals cone form in the lower paei
of the clouds hanging ever the lake,
while at the same time the water di-
rectly beneath began to wrinkle in a
peculiar manner. Then e a foamirg
basin, with high, whirling walla of
water, some 30 feet in diameter.
formed In the center of the lake. A
huge jet of water leaped upwred
while the cloudy cone descended from
above until a funnel was formed con-
necting the lake with the clouds. 1 kw
height of the funnel was estimated a!
fiona 4.030 to 5.000 fect. The entire
phenomenon traveled southeastward
with a high wind, and lasted about '2)
minutes.
•.e).Rivers Under Deserts.
The esert places are flowing with
-diem The _great-Sahara._ to the sou: ti
of Algerla. Is deriving great benefits as
the outcome of a government irriga-
tion mission, ',hien has been intruste I
with the task of boring for water at
considerable depths. In many par'a
abundant springs have teen met whien
rise to the surface and enable cultiva-
tion of land which has long been
waste. Some of the borings may reach
a depth of from 1,650 feet to close upor
2,000 feet. Already it Is possible in
certain of the palm groves in the <mere
to get double the water formerly avail-
able.
-e--
"Balaklava" Bugles.
Bugles that "sounded the charge of
the Lieht Brigade at Balaklava" are
as common in England as the eririnal
cherry tree that George Washington
'Looking Ahead, did not cut dowel are in America. Now
Redd—I see somebody has given, Lord Tredegar, who was one of the
$250,000 to construct a stadium for the 600, pays the charge was not sounded;
Syracuse university, where football that the troopers were among the guns
may be played. before anyone thought of a bugle
Greene—Now, who is going to endow order.
the hospital beds?—Yonkers Stamm
man.
Formalities.
"Of course you are in favor of arbi-
tration," said one diplomat.
"Yee," answered the other. "It will
at least insure a reasonable amount of
ewe-reline before the actual fighting
Harmless.
"I learned a smattering of every
thing'In college," said she.
"Don't you think that was a had
Idea?" some one asked.
"No, you see I didn't get enough of
anything to unfit me for becomitie a
, o- I 1.011-;c:icoll^r."
KEEPING THE WORLD WARM.
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing impresses our
winter travelers among the civilized
peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they endure. Mr.
Howells, in his recent Look, "London
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng-
lish fireplace, with its meager outgiv-
ing of heat, but concedes that "At the
end it is a question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we :.lose the Mitt coUrse, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes small de-
mands upon the fuel supply for warming
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth it is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artificially heated.
In many cold regions the people have
little more artificial warmth than the
domeetic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, first in its enOrmous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply,
it is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 years.
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may hold out, it is safe to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each winter, even after all the
coal Is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal is the torld's chief
reliance for artificial heating.
PREGIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
INT WI of Government Proceedings
Often Withheld by Mr.
Roosevelt.
President Roosevelt is the most
succeseful suppressor of news that
the country has had In the White
House for the past 25 years. If a
topic is disceissed at the White House,
and the president decides that it
would be unwire to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating in the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried in the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful in It as Mr. Roosevelt. lie
has an impressive manner of letting
ms confreres know his wishes, and
it is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact has been brought out a num-
ber of times lately, particularly when
New York politics have been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral kfeas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affairs, and gives
his cabinet officers great latitude in
talking with representatives of the
press about public totters. But it
sometimes happens that he believes
that publicity will do no good and 0
great deal of harm. In such cases
he Imposes secrecy, and his caution
is invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
- --
Much Red Tape Is Necessary to Oh-
tani Right et Invention in ,
Yes ico.
To procure a patent In Mexico the
party making application, sinless pres-
ent in person, must furnish his repre-
sentative with a let er of authority—
Carta de poder In Seanish—signed by
himself or herself in the presence of
Iwo witnesses. Ordisarily legalization
by a Mexican conssl is not requirod
it must be Lorne in mind that one
earta de poder rot answer for
several applications. us each applica-
tion for either patent or trade maek
must be accompanied by a separate
(Arta do poder. This must he acme]
panied by a full and complete descrip-
tion, and claims of are* for the InvI7n•
lion. If they are seet in Spanish
ready for filing they must be In tripli-
cate, on clear white paser 1130 by 1-.15
millimeters, approximately 13 by 1816
English inches, written with type-
writer on one side only of the paper,
-tea
margin of one-fourth the width of the
paper. Of course if thy are not
sent in Spanish the local representa-
tive attends to all the re ealls, which
is by far the better way. Ile should
be furnished with full names, profes.
shin, citizenship and reiedence of
applicant.
Lemon Chill omc
IS A GENERAL TON C.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
-LAWYER-
WM_ practice lit ILE cools el Kew
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone rag.
J. C. Flournoy
Bicycles 'in Germany.
Consul General Guenther a Frank-
fort reports that, according to a °erre-
epondent of the Frankfurter Yeitung
only a very insignificant portion of the
bicycles used in Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. Durine
the last five years 74,500 bicycles were
import4 into Switserland, of whe n
19711 were Cerman, 12,nol l'r - n -ft fi.
(100 Amreiear. and 1,700 English. Les-
than ten years ago England conuolled
the Swiss bicycle market; to day the
English trade therein is almost nil
The Zeitung oorresaondent says t
the imports fromtOermany are steadily
Increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
rano, etc., coming almost exclusive.v
frqm Germany.
His Living F.xpeneei.
'Mr. Jackson (surprlse;1)—So ye' find
or living, expenses are reduced one.
alf since you got married?
"r. Johnsen (desperately)—Yals, de
• • - • 1 en f 7r I :,u44 liol ex!
Cecil. Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAW YERS
Rooms to, is and t2, Columbia Bide,
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, ISO
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence lop Clay, Old Phone :5san
EXCURSION
!
St. Louis and Tennzssee River FIL-Ic.
et company—the cheapest and basil
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort,
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e seas
Wednesday and Saturday s p.
For other information apply to Jas.
Roger, superintendent; Frank Ls
Brown, agent.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Building.
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTli
TELEPHONES
Rasidencs acid 05co sip
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLED
WM. MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms If a and 3 Register Build.
lac 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts *1 thol
state. Both phones 31.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
405 Fraternity Building,
Old Phone QS Red; New Phone p.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
no NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both noses gsp
Office boars I to so a. m., s to 3
p. m. and 7 to g p. m.
 ,••••=1ilm•••••••=1•1•1•11111•111,
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and,
Colerebie Building
Phone 1041- -Red •
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 514 Fraternity Building.
New Phone me. -.vie Phone Jos.
A
Reliable
Drug Store
We put only the
purest and freshest drugs,
and exactly the drugs
your doctor orders, into the pre-
scriptions you bring to us. We
never make mistakes—our pre-
scription clerks are too expert for
that. And we don't charge high
prices—far from it.
We carry many excellent pro-
prietary medicines. Feeling
bilious or jaundiced? Suffering
from constipation, torpid liver,
sick headaches? Try Rexall
Liver Salts.
This is the most satisfactory
Liver-Remedy we've ever
handled, and we know its
formula. It stimulates
and regulates the action
of the liver and bow-
els without griping.
Pleasant and ef-
fe.a. ve. Sold
with the
Resell
guaran-
tee.
W. B. McPherson, Sole Agent
WANTS
•••••••••••••--, /••• "
102 • •: '• •
.wAT. I tl.i-L-tfor ti. s
able-bbaiktieffUninarried men
Arm), •
between I
ages .tar-larelfffe3tY citizens of the
Unit..4./ Stexilit/fat aractcr and
temperatri• n ak, read
and writ tiiinatityk For irormation
apply to Recruiting offices, • New
Richmond House. Pids,ic,,, Ky.v 041"1 , 1
I IP. ieta at i.23 North Sev- i
,
Roo
( nth, with bath and modern conveni-1
r :leek
N.T,---Fateen acre "truck
patch▪ ;" oneAali mile from Paducah,
clit29eham, thigt buTding:141 'h aval '‘,'•C. C.. Grass-
_ 
- —
WHITE di-title- mom gir!. wanted"34110%orNii Fifth, and Jefferson.
$75o.o0 improved farm near Maxon
Mills, 37 acres, easy terms. Apply
613 Broadway.
WANTED-,..By single young lady,
board ;4/14 .?ociori .in private family.
Address, E. J. care Register office.
FOR RENT—Three unfurnished
rooms, 333 North Third street.
•
abiA.N.TE..D.—Cook at 313 North
Ninth street.
FOR RENT — Residence, Ninth
'atiff, Jefferson. Telephone Geo. C
li'fOLE.N—One dark,
blind in left eye, known
e 147 '''' Retorn $--i
litrbsdate Bros. company, and re-
seitaktewart
_ ---••:-
safe.
'Ph
h( all modern con-
2111Wilip' eght ROpmryd
enences. Frfscoed 'throughout.
Apialriptt. tha4oisg
`‘•••• 
PRESIDENT BACON NOW
HERE FIA DIM CHICAGO FOR
THE I,. C.
President Kline of Blackamitha
Union Let, Yesterday For Chi-
cago—Other Railroad News.
Architect Lacon for the Illinois
Central railr )ad Chicago offices,
arrived here yesterday to make ar-
rangements for equipping the down-
town passeng and freight office
opened by the road at sio litroad-
way, in this city. He is accons
panied with his assistant and is
now measuring up the quarters to
see what is needed. He says it will
be a month Of six weeks_ before the..,
gfieciIHtiiiurean5 fixtures are
completed and ready for installation,
pending whicl- time temporary ar-
rangements w . i I-re made. He con-
templates ..put: it, in a tile floor in
front of the office, and changing the
front door from where it now stands
to the side opening out into the
alcove leading up tairs over the
building. The fixtures will be of
tine mahogany and the finest pro-
curable.
Architect Bacon supervises equip-
ment and furnishing the offices of
the entire system.
Bled Profusely.
Mose Austin, colored, of the shopji•-.•:es, was crawling out from under
rt car last evening, when he raised
: head too quick, and it struck a
sharp piece of iron that cut a deep
gash in 'his head and severed the
temporal artery, from which blood
gushed in large quail:Ales before the
hospital surgeons could dress it.
Austin was greatly weakened from
the unusual large amount of blood
lost.
Blacksmiths' President.
l'resident J. W. Kline of the In-
ternational Union of • Blacksmiths
and Helpers, left at noon yesterday
for Chicago, after' Visiting the
subordinate unions over the South-
ern divisions fOr the Illinois Central
railroad. While here he met the
local union and addressed the mem-
bers upon mattenilaertaining to the
04 gani z at ion.
Car Repairer Hurt.
While Car Repairer • S. F. Tempie
was pulling a jaek-enrew from un-
derneath a car Fin One yards yester-
day, an air tube swung around
against his lower limbs with force
enough to knock him down, badly
tearing the flesh on his legs.
Shot In Crap Game.
Yesterday morning Sam Adams,
colored section hand for the I. C.,
was brought in from Woodstock,
Tenn., to have removed front his
neck a pistol bullet lodged there as
result of anotbff,,,,neano shooting
him during a crap.Aame at Wood-
stock. The bullet struck the nose,
peered around under the skin of the
jaw and lodged in the neck.
Outside- of Eickda.
Assistant Chief Engineer Pat
Laden, of the I. C., passed through
here yesterday en route to the
Louisville division on a tour of in-
spection.
Traveling Auditor S. J. Lanshe :s
here checking George WasreId in as
_ ticket agent for the downtdavii office
WATER NOTICE. at 210 Broadway. The auditor
_ checked in at the depot Roy Prather
. Patrons o the."' Wate; Company 'who there succeeds Mr. Warfield,
are reminde their water rent tranferred.
expired Mars int. Whose • who
desire to renew them should do so
befoos it is forgotten, as all premises
no4aid for on or before April ;oh,
shut off.
The prompt payment of water
rents will save vexation and cost to
the consumer, and unpleasant duties
and annoyance to the company. ...
'*Lawyer Henry Burnett of Louis
1 e
ville, retnrned home this morning
after a hurried business trip to this
city.
.0 
, , We
"v"lin• of
ar closing out our
gOUSEHOLD
...PAINTS
at very little above cost.
At housecleaning time, a
small can of paint will covet a
multitude of sins. This is
houFecleaning tiri.e and we are
selling
Good Paint Cheap
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. . INCORPORATED.
Dreggists, Fifth and B'way.
Both PhoPes
Patent Worked
Excellently
DEMONSTRATED IN PRES-
ENCE OF MANY PEOPLE
YESTERDAY.
Stone & Webster People Preparing
to Lodge Important Document—
New Flour Mill Idea, 
_
In the presence of a large crowd
of people Foreman Bros. yesterday
afternoon at 2 o'clock demonstrated
the workings of their patent to pre-
vent ;railroad wrecks. They had the
two street cars rigged up with their
equipment and exhibited its work-ings on the car line running along
Jefferson street between Fountain
avenue and the fair grounds near
Wallace park. The patent worked
to perfection, and displayed its
ability to warn railroad engineers of
an approaching triin when the on-
coming engine got within half mile
of the other.
The cars yesterday were filled
witit many people and they would
start towards one another at a
rapid speed. Getting within the
half mile boundo the electric gong
would loudly ring on each, warning
, se of the other's approach
important Documents.
Ton. •henry IBurnett of Louisiille.
:ittorney for the Stone & Wepster
; le.
Downtown properties here, and was in the city iarge force day and night, andyesterday arranging to have filed through S.lunday, in order to get it,Office Fixtures other inmortant documents madefffie put ou the ground, to start off
with the county clerk the deeds and 'titiOatimili in time. All material will
necessary when. the Eastern capi-t right away it as soon as the cir-talists bought the street car, gas and cats leaves.
steam heating plants of this city.
New Plow Mill.
Mr. R. U. Kevil of the big flour
mill at Princeton, is in the city and
wants to locate here a similar in-
dustry, if he can find a suitable lo-
cation. He has looked over the
town well and finds a number of
s;tes, but cannot get them at prices
to suit ,himself. If he procures one,
he will erect a large frame mill
building, and steel elevator, latter
to store his wheat in. His Prince-
ton mill is a very large one, and he
has ample wealth to start one here.
Move Express Office. 
_
Stitif:- L. Minor and Route Agent
C. M. Fisher of the Southern ex-
press company, are here closing tiledeal with Mr. Given Campbell for
the hatters building at sto Broad-
way, into which the local office of
the express company will be re-
moved from its present building on
South Third street.
PARADE OF
OVER 1,000
THIS BY THE WORKING MEN
WILL BE FEATURE OF
CARNIVAL.
Work of Handsome Arched En-
trance Cannot Be Started Un-
til After Coles' Circus leaves.
Last evening an interesting meet-
ing was held by the Paducah car-
nival men, who now have with them
Mr. E. M. Johnson, the , advance
man for the Cosmopolitan Shows
and Wild West company that will
furn;sh attractions for the spring
festival here. He comes to remain
until the entertainment is over, and
help complete arrangements for the
affair that is now little over two
weeks off.
The meeting last ' evening was
held in the carnival head-quarters
above Dick Davis' tinshop on South
Third street near Broadway.
Chairman George Walters of the
parade committee from the Central
Labor body, reported that over
L000 laboring men would be in the
big parade to be given Thursday
evening of festival week, at which
time all will carry torches and amid
red fire, skyrockets and other ithimi-
ratives, make the offa.if one of Swath
brilliancy. • The proceesm iq
. 
aa
Second and Broadway a an robin
through the streets to carnind
grounds at Twelfth and Trimble
streets. Along with the marchers
the Cosmopolitan company win
have its two bands, steam calliope,
Indians, cowboys, bucking bronchoa,
lgorottes and other features. ;
Mlessrs. Charles Weille and Rode
ney Davis were selected a special
committee to invite Mayor 14eiser
and all the city officials affd public
departments to take part in the pro-
cession openitig night, Monday. The
automobiles of the city will Oso be
in the line of march.
The executive committee has , de-
cided that one evening during the
week they will have a public wed-
ding, but the exact date or name of
couple, will not yet be published.
Work of advertising the carnival
is starting off with a v;m, a larload
of posters and other material of this
nature arriving yesterday. Two men
were sent up the Tennessee river on
the steamer Clyde last night to bill
that section of the country, while
today and tomorrow others will .be
sent to all surrounding sections for
this purpose.
Contractor George Ingram cannot
commence building the handsome
arch enterance to the grounds, until
after the 27th of this month, as on
that day Cole Bros. circus shows at
Twelfth and Trimble streets where
the carnival will be given, and the
-1art-h earmot- be- istdi tett- until -TM-
 
cir-
cus is over. This will give Mr.
Ingram only three days in which io
construct the eqtrance way, but yes-
terday he said he would work a
CANNOT LAND.
Bettie Owen is Not Making Trips to
Upper Landing Across River.
Captain Robert Own of the ferryb-oat Bettie Owen said he expectedit would be the last of next week orfirst of following before they could
make their trips to the Owens land-ing opposite here on the Illinois side
of the river. The river is so highthat it overflows the low lands right
alongside the bank over on the oppo-
site side, and this prevents the farm-
ers of that vicinity from getting from
the knolls back from the bank, down
to the river, therefore there is noth-
ing doing for the ferryboat at that
landing, hence no occasion for trips.
The Bettie Owen continugs making
her regular trips to Brookp(Ort, as the
water cannot get high enough to
overflow the bank there and obviate
the possibility of trips.
0411110 401. 
POWERS UP
FOR LIFE
(Continued From First Page.)
•
represent the • defendant in the suit
of Mame •Elkins against Marion El-
kins. ' •
The defendant asked the *court to
approvg their bond in the suit of An-
nie B. Scott, administratrix of lames
Scott, against the Illinois Central
railroad. This is the action wherein
plaintiff asks for $25.000 damages (or
the death of her husband, James
Scott, who is the Switchman tfiat
met his death in the Fulton ./ards.
Lawyer A. E. Voyd wa6#elected,
as defendant's attorney in' W action
of Rutherford vs. Rutherford He
was then allowed $5.
Will Set Forfeiture Aside,.
Yesterday there was calktkoilio
cases charging James Young, Tenn
Green and C. G. Garr, all white, inigh
robbing John Isbell, white, 4 0,11.
The young men were out on bopif
and in the court house hall vrtkn
their cases were called. They did not
know they had been called, therefore
did not appear in the court room..
and taking Otis to believe they hadjumped their bonds, the common-
wealth attorney asked that the bonds
be forfeited and paid into court. This
was ordered, but on the matter be-
ing explained afterwards that the
young men were on hand ready for
trial, Judge Reed announced he
would thiS morning set aside the
•fOrfelture order, and let the matter
go t'fi trial.
PERSONAL NOTES.
Messrs. Trank G. Schmidtt and H.
D. Peters • of Evansville, Ind., are
ra The Phlmer.
Judge T. J. Norm of Madisonville.
Ky.. arrived here yesterday on busi-
ness.
Robert Carlton, the well known
piano tuner, is in Paducah and will
remain several weeks.
Mrs. Mae B. Rieke and daughter.
Mrs. John WI Scott, are visiting in
Mayfield.
MTS. James Nagel has returned
from visiting her mother, Mrs. M. J.
towe of Mayfield.
Misses Agnes Caney and Lucy
Thomas of Mayfield, are visiting
here.
Mrs. Hi. L. Bryant of hick/ion,
Tenn., is visiting her dsughter, Mrs.
Mettle Jacobs. ,
D. W. F. Alvey and wife yesterday
went to visit in Elizabethtown. Ky.
Messrs. George C. Wallace and J.
Campbell Flournoy went to Atlanta,
Ga.. yesterday.
Mir. D. Q. Baker and daughter Miss
Cori, have returned from visiting it(
the south.
Mr. Hugh Perkins is here for a few
dajts. He now travels out of Chi.
r2go 
Lawyers John J. Hendrick and
William Marble yesterday went to
Smithland to attend circuit court.
Mr. J. W. Willett returned yester-
day to his home in Birmingham.
•4
Weight
In Gold!
TO REMOVE FRECKLES AND
PIMPLES IN TEN DAYS, USE
The Complexion Beautifier
Nadinola tmgrftred'amdediIt fails to remove
the very wont cases and beautify the
complexion lit twenty days.
Mrs. Edward Jones, of Mount Sterling,
Kentucky, writes'
pialu tut itsainyaeuntytotomteL11 the 
I had 
s!pree fit
reduntold imOrtInCation with freckle., Maori child-toed. Having used all the highly reoom•mended creams and lotiols with muchhesitancy I bought your entire treatnaeutAfter giving it a fair trial I most hearth)recommend it, for it's worth its weight ingold to any woman having freckles. YomRedinola is tbe only thing I have ever usedwith suooess. Your Nadine Pace Powder itgrand. Wishing you the deserved wooers&sin sincerely.'
Price 50 cents and $1.00, by leadingdruggists or mail. Prepared by the
National Toilet Co.. Paris. Teem.
Ala., after a several days stay here
looking after stock he wants to brit,.
Route Agent E. K. Stone of the
American Express company returned
yesterday fom a trip over his district.
Professor William Leigh of Phila-
delphia, Pa., is here for a few days
visit.
Mr. Bransford Clarke of St.' Louis,
is in the city.
Mi. Vaughan Dabney left last
evening for Springfield, Ili.; to take
his position in the civil engineering
department of the Chicago & Alton
rail d. He has been he several
isiting his parents, Dr. and
A. S. Dabney of North Fifth,
ving just returned front the Lex-
ton state college.
DOG ESCAPED.
Manager Lagerwahl Will Pay Re-
ward for Return of Scotch Collie.
Manager J. F. Lagerawahl of the
loci' office for the American Ex-
press company is looking for a fine
Scotch collie dog consigned to Mr.
Daniel Fitzpatrick, the transfer man
of this city.. The little animal got
awayfress the express office yester-
day and- Mk. Lacerwahl will paylatiessis--reward for its return.
The dog arras sent _here in a cratefrom Kansaa City to Mr. Fitzpatrick
and got in yesterday. it Was left
out on the - platform behind the
Broadway office of the expreal corn-[any, preparatory to deliver , The
ctairs4was a small, frail an:widen
aff and one of the pieces had be-
coma loose. While the deity( yman
was inside the house the dog nosed
this loose piece of wood back andgot out. He is dark brown and quite
a valued oninimill.
A man is always anxious to explain
where he got his bad cold, but he isn't
so will:ng to tel where he got hisgood umbrella.
1
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •••
---The altCracken County Farmer',Institute meets at a o'clock Saturday
afternoon at the county court house.
—Today at Metropolis there win
i be buried Bostick Hackett. if t5-year-old boy who dropped dead Tuesdayn'ght after a ball game, from hearttrouble, account the excitement ofI the sport. He was the son of Mr.Geo. B. Hackett, the Mletropolis ship-
carpenter.
—The gun chili this afternoon attheir grounds in Wallace Park, givetheir opening shoot of the season.
—The county institute for the
county schools will this year be held
at Lone Oak college.
—The WViling Workers of the
Evangelical church meet this after-
noon with Mrs. Henry Kolb of 1806
Broad street.
--Grocer .James Noun
 has sold
 gut
and shortly goes to -California to lo-
cate.
—Next Monday evening at the
Palmer the Cotillion club gives adance, the list for which goes on to-day at the George Rock shoe store.
41.1••••
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..++++++++++ fWorth it's .yr
•:• RIVER RIP LINGS.
•i•
There got away yesterday After-
noon fur ,*he Tennessee hitter the
steamer Clyde. She comes back
next Monday night.
The attorney Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tonight late
and lays here until Saturday after-
noon before getting out on her re-
tarn:rh 
This 
that  w morninga y '•
at eight o'clock
there departs for Cairo the steamer t
Dick Fowler. She comes back to-
Ma about eleven o'clock.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back
again tomorrow.
The John S. -Hopkins comes in
today from Evansville :it-A gets out
immediatel4 on her return that way.
The Buttorff came in from Clarks-
ville yesterday and went immediate- e ,
ly to Nashville. She gets back here
again Sunday.
• The City of Sakai() will leave St.
Louis today and get here Saturday
morning en route to the Tennesseeriir.
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
yesterday and gets here Saturday or
Sunday on her way down to Mem-
phis. ,
—The, Alexa er rails chapter,
Chiliftgti ovict onfederacy, will to-
mortOw a tu y give their East-
er Bazaar at the Paducah music store
on Broadway for the benefit of the
confederate mOnument fund.
1S KENTUCKY
71111.112PHONI
SATURDAY,
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
APRIL 14
America's Foremost Production
The Night Owls
Burlesquers
INTRODUCING A
DAINTY
DIMPLED
DASHING
VIVACIOUS
PONY BALLET.
Prices matinee: children soc, adults
15t. Might Prices; 35-33-50-75 and
SPECTACLES, 
EYE .GLASSES$PC _ 2.5A 6 o t1 F11(led
AdZsd I Tr
EYES TESTED FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L. WOLFF,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
pa Broadway.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWA ER COALSo you will know where to get:I the BEST COAL NEXT for WINTER?Lump 13c, Nut 12c. 'Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West Kentucky Coal Co.
4
4
41._ 
Sporiliiin and
as6a1111 News
About 200 fans gathered on the
commons near the union statiou yes-
terday afternoon and for two hours
watched the candidates for the 1906
Alices practice the game. Although
they saw little fast work and no bril-
liant playing, they -took advantage of
an opportunity to see the men in
training, and in this respect were
paid well for the trip to the commons
Manager. Kolb wearing a sweater and
witholit a uniform becatise of Lavin;
--` 16- UM' hfirld—00110WV-SVIS-15tlstry
engaged directing the movements of
the men, and time and again he was
compelled to gently call them down
for getting a little too fast for this
season of the year. The old timers
and the colts were like two-year-olds
and went after work as if it were a
meal and they had not eaten in a day.
The pitchers ..were continually le-
1 ting out to ton great an extent and
this kept - Kolb busy with, "Here
you ferows let down a little. This is
not July."—Vincennes Capital.
Evansville has a date with Vin-
cennes and the fans in the K. I. T.
town are hoping that the score will
not be duplicates of the Cairo-Mem-
phis games.
No better weather for practice and
for putting the ball parks in order
could not be desired. It is first class
base ball weather and everybody
seems to appreciate it.
One Ladies' Day Per Week.
Some of the northern towns have
an idea that Paducah will admit la-
dies free every day upon payment of
grandstand seats. They are in error
as Paducah, Cairo or any other city
cannot have more than one ladies'
day in each week. Art. VI Sec. t.
flal covers this point in unmistakable
language.—Cairo Citizen.
Park and Players Dry.
The Tennessee river is "falling at
Florence" and "at a stand at Padu-
cah."' It won't be long now until the
Squaws can lay away their rubber
suite and get down to real hard prac-
tice. —Cairo Bulletin.
Jacksonville Men Arriving.
Yesterday afternoon McKean, a
pitcher, came in from Mexico, M10.,
and Cauthorn, an infielder, also from
Mexico, is expected today, he having
gone tr# 3t. Louis on business. Bar-
ney, a catcher, arrived yesterday
from Milton. Lotsbaw arrived from
Indianapolis some time last night.
He is a big, fine looking chap and
Ins the earmarks of a ball player.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Berte arrived
in the city this morning from Los
Angeles, Cal. Berte will cover short
for the home team in the Kitty
league this summer. has been
one of the leading shortstops in the
minor leagues for several years and
local fans will see some fast work
when he gets in action at West Side
park
McCracken, a catcher horn Norton-
vine, and Cauthorn, infielder from
Mexico, arrived today and the bunch
at Wiest Side park this afternoon is
a good sized one. The fans are al-
ready getting the fever and no doubt
quite a number are out to see the
men work out this afternoon.—Jack-
sonville Courier.
9 Good News for the Fens.
Arrangements have been made
with two fast clubs to play Manager
Lloyd's team at Whllace Park this
month. The Washingtons of St. Lou-
is, will be here for two games next
Saturday and Sunday 14th and 15th
and with favorable weather a great
crowd should be at Wallace Park on
both occasions.
The Evansville Central league
team has dates with the Paducah
club for April 212t, zrnd and 23rd:
Stoo,000 Offer to Jeff.
Torn O'Rourke flashed an alarm
clock over the wite to Jim Jeffries. 
"One hundred thousand dollars,
Jeff," it read, says a New York tele-
gram.
O'Rourke is planning the biggest
•fistic tournament this country has
et. seen. In fact, if it comes off it
w also be the greatest in the world's
hstory. It will also be unique.
A week ago when the way was
*lathing out .for the Tuxedo Club
slrid O'Reurloe was confident he would
in the decision' in the Pennsylvania
ffourt and band a knockout to every
obstacle in the way of a twenty-
round fight a germ of an idea took
root in the fight promoter's brain. It been pueposely sharpened, and laid
spelkd Jeffries. them in a neat heap on the (Ivor,
The wiley O'Rourke knew he ready for perusal.
wottlell have to offer a fat plum. He 
pondered a while and the idea sprout- Years,
ed, branched, budded and blossomed 
In One Shop 67
forth into the retired and unbeaten 
Andrew Jackson Buchanan en-
tered the Western & Atlantic Rail-champion:
"Jeff, there's $100,000 pver shere road shops in Atlanta sixty-seven
just achind to get into your treasure years ago last October. His name
hole. Here's how you can get it: I is still on the pay roll as a compet-
"There are about six heavyweights ent mechanic, though he is nearing
eager to meet you—Flizsitnmons, his 87th birthday. The old gentle-
Ruhlin, Burns, Hart, O'Brien and man shows few signs of age, stand-
Kaufman. Come east and meet them ing as straight as he did at 40, and
all one week apart and take down the moving with a -wonderfully plastic
money. You can settle the question step.-
of championship and retire in glory
and gold."
The latter raced across the country
to head off the puny offers of the
'Frisco fight trust. Jeff had repeat-
edly spurned their tidbits.
The letter will reach Jeff today.
And sort of warm it up O'Rourke
sent telegram asking for an imme-
diate ply.—Louisville Post.
- Handy With the Stick.
George Wheeler, the Shelburn re.-
emit, looks mighty good to Manager
Kolb,. and looks to be certain of a
berth on the team. He took his first
practice Saturday afternoon and the
way he hit the ball caused the fans
to smile with joy. He seems to have
an excellent batting eye and his great
strength will go a long way toward
landing him well up in hitting.
Wheeler also .has confidence in him-
self and looks tO be a valuable find.
—Vincennes Capital.
Adversity Not a Bar to Happiness
A little old woman was trundling
a home-made hand cart yesterday
along the southern curve of the Lake
Shore drive, opposite the staring win-
dows of stone mansions. The cart a
large wooden box roughly mounted
on a pair of wheels, was piled so high
with boards and wooden baskets that
it quite hid the little old woman as
she pushed it.
"Isn't that a rather heavy load for
you?" said a tailor-made girl who
lived in one of the stone mansions,
as the wager' stopped and the little
old woman straightened up to rest a
minute.
A friendly smile brightened the
wrinkled face in its 'Mack worsted
hood. "Well, it's heavy when the
road's muddy," Aid the little old wo-
man.
"Where do you find al.1 thosi
boards and baskets?" said the tailor-
made girl.
"Down there by the lake where
they're fillin' in; there's lots o' them
in the loads the men dumps there."
"And how far do you take them?''
"Down home, on Cedar, near
State."
"Do ymi make many trips?" said
the tailor-made girl.
"Well, I go most every day," said
the little old woman. "Ye see, my
husband can't work much, and it's
hard enough to get a little money to-
gether for the rent, an' we can't spare
any for coal. My husband he fell
down a elevator shaft eight years
ago an' broke his legs an' stove in
his chest, an' he's never worked regu-
lar since."
"But how do syou get on" asked
the talor-made girl.
The little old woman drew herself
up proudly. "I've done washin" pret-
ty regular," she said. It comes easy
enough in the winter time, but in
summer sometimes the work's hard
to get."
"But you're pretty old for that,"
said the tailor-made girl.
"Wel, my inn that's up in the mines
he thinks he'll come down an' help
along." impopinrIW
"And do you manage•to be happy?"
said the tailor-made girl, with a
smile.
The little 'lid woman returned the
smile as she started to push her cart.
"Oh yes." she said, "I'm happy."
The tailor-made girl pondered. Fin-
ally she opened her little leather
handbag, toot ont a bright piece
silver and ran after the little old
woman. "Won't you get something
good for dinner with this?" she
asked.
But the little woman's hard, fat.
little hand would not open. "No,"
she said gently; "no, keep it. I hope
yell never know the want o' money."
And she looked almost tenderly at
the tailor-made girl. as she bent her
hack to her load and said good-day.—
Examiner:
1
A Novel Paper Cutter.
.Larsl_12ufferin_  was Vic
roy of India he was presented with
a novel paper knife. One day the
Maharajah Ilolkar of Indor paid
him a visit at the residency and
asked for his ivory paper cutter AS
a remembrance. Lord Dufferin con-
sented, the Indian left, and the
Viceroy never saw him until some
months later, when Holkar intro-
duced a fine young eTephant into
tilt room. A- pile of newspapers
lay at Lord Dufferin's side: the ani-
may went up to them, cut them
neatly with his tusks, which has
•
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GUY NANCE, FRITZ K.EiTTLER,
Manager. Assistant.
M. NANCE,
Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
 
 PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 690.
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
ancor pernasIU
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
tiandlittgyreight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household'Moods. both 'Phone'
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Nano WashingDishos
.The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of coin. ., you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. tea South F ourth St., 325 Kentucky AStailit.
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direct to rider with so middlemen's profits.
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to make money tb suitable young men who apply at once.
aide information by simply writing us • postal.
We needs /Ws" Agpoist in every town and can offer an opportunity
III $8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES°
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,40 per pair.
Prkso 
.80 Allo lotrodwoo
We wiu 3. 11 NAILS, TACKS
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Twe Nendrad Thousand pairs sew ht asksid as. Over tire will eatiast an other_____ 0 andSeesaly-lhos Thousand pairs sold het year. EAST ELDEPIO. i(Ns blade in If sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined insidegraft of rubber, :Which never becomes porous and which closes uponall punctureswithout allowing the air to escape We have hundreds of letters teem sattlied eentreaere statingthat their tires have only bees pumped uponce or twice in • whole season. They we so more thanea ordinary the, the pesensne restating qualities being given by several layers or thin, specially
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GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved 10 315
 Broadway
WE ARE NOW SHOWING THE BEST VALUES
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEETHE BARGAINS
OFFER YOU.
•
•••
I I 1 tZtt=
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
isc per roll.,
Paper usually sold at loc we will
sell for Sc.
... Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at sc.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
tttRUUTHURROSHIRtnnet=1::
IN WALLPA-
WE HAVE TO
oft aft e as m0,00
1111111111111111111111•1101111111111111111111111•1111111.1111=11111111111111111111111111111111
C. LEE 315 hay.
Bicycles...... Bicyles
1906 Models Ready for Inspection.saw fA 
.,11111131
The "Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch"
and "Imperial"
Wheels are still in the lead. Before buying it will pay you to seethese fine models. We can save you money and offer them with the con-viction that they are the best Bicycles that Brain, Skill and capital canproduce.
We sell on easy payments. Large stock Tires, Pumps, Bells, Sundries,etc., at right prices. 
•
"Old wheels taken in exchange." "Repair shop in full blast."
OLD RELIABLE.-
010111
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
136 and 128 North Fifth Street, Next to Kentucky Theatre.
We are now open
for business at
121-123 N.
Fourth St.
FOREMANBROS.
Novelty Works.
'SY
 •
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
#FADUCAH REAL Ent. ' WESTERN KENTIMICY FARM EAT,
!MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IIFESTERN
ICENTUCICY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
Q W. IllifTTEMOILL. PlirthimPkt. dim
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
All Kinds Monuments and General e...ter, Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
1 
INSURE WITH'-
L.
-
L• BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
Office, 306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
ennInInitIlInottntanti=ttn=tutunts.'11- 
_
Fir st-Class
,Watch Work,
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
J. J. Bleich,
PADUCAH, KY.
per 
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uilding, 523 Broadway.
those bodies to SerVe the corpora-
tions.
If the advocates of municipal own-
.
ership desite to accomplish their-pur-
pose, they must, for the time being.
renounce all political ties and friend-
ship, put out a straight municipal
ownership ticket, and then all join
JAMES E. WILHELM, President. in and elect it. There are no politics
JOHN WILHAI.111:1 Treaset:er, , in/ city :elections, and by the voters
ROBERT S. WILn_ ELM, Secretary• following blindly after the so-called
party leaders they but permit them-
selves to be sold: our to corporations
and others who seek favors at the
 h413 expeise of the public. Here in Pa-
ducah graft and boodling has reared
z.a5
sde its head, and expects to be shielded
 - y-pirty cloak, -but if the honest citi-
zens uf. 'Paducah will stand together,
an end will be put to all such char-
acters and those who stand with
'them.
Chicago has had its battles with the
gang of thugs, boodlers and kid-glov-
ed criminals, and whipped them, and
the address of the mayor of that city
shows that millions of dollars a year
is now being saved by the tax-payers
of Chicago; so if the honest people
of Paducah expect to get what they
are entitled to, thy), must get together
and line up their forces for the'efee-
tion next November apd especially
for the general city 'etection neat
year.
Entered,sitt th postoffke of Pidu-
cah, Ky., es second-class mail matter.
One Year
Six Months
Three Months 
One_Week . 
Anyone failing to. receive this .popor
regale* should repave the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberlenif-alk
Friday Morning, April 53, 1e06
Chicago's Municipal Lighting Plant.
411-141 jaWdisday. night May-
or Dunne sent his annual message ..to
the gdal couficil of that city, and
his report contains, many valuable
snipisLtingsestidtfcs. One kegs
t 
merttio e in the message will prove
of interest to the people of Paducah,
and it is Chicago's experience with
its street lighting plant which is own-
ed and operated by that city. A Chi-
cago paper in reporting the meeting
of the gehetal council makes this ref-
trince to Mayor Dunne's report on
the city lighting plant:
"In the Department of Electricity
all records were broken during the
year in the work of extending Chi-
cago's Autunicipal electric lighting
plant. A total of 1,5oo electric lights,
leach tsf 2,000 candle power, have been
added to the municipal street lighting
system making an aggregate of 6,687
arse lamps now in service. This stands
as the greatest number of arc lamps
added to the lighting plant in any
one year since its establishment.
The average cost per light is $36.70.
The lighting companies formerly
charged $103."
The great hue and cry ::f the cor-
poration press against municipal
ownership is based on the possibility
of "graft" in the cities. In Chicago
graft was rampant at one time, but
it happened that the boodling was
being done by the street railway cor-
porations of that city. So open were
those enclitics to the city in the cor-
rupting of the aldermen that the.peo-
ple writ to the city hall with ropes
and threatened to 'hang to the lamp-
posts any alderman who sold out the
City to those bribers and high olass
criminals. Yes, Chicago was graft
ridden 3t1fone time, not M the control
and operation of the city's own utili-
ties, but but by the gang that was
making 'Orturtes out of fighting
municipal' ilitifiership,' anti grabbing
rich franc . 
., 
.
Wrkst ighisgago'ai experience
Nissen w ts .oven lighting -plant?
Mayor MOTO' anseerit the • question.
By .ow11,.. c,ontrolling and *operpt7
ing its putte,plant, the city of ,chi-
ciago furticsited 2,000 candle pcasver'arc
lights for its Streets for $38.70
each, per Year, as apiainet $ityt•per
light as fhariftd by the-,privise cOr-
porationa. • The saving to Chicago!)
per light- sires464.3e; 'and as the city
has in use 6,687 Iti: the total sav-
ing to tliptl'elii- !i't!he. past' twelve
montlyf, on 'Atrde.'Teghts alone.
antrienterrto the sertarnIona sum of
$425.574.id.' Jiiiirt think of it! Almost
a half of a million dollars saved to
the tax-payers of that city.
11--4(saft" makes' municipal &MAU-
ship dangerous, why is. it that Chi-
cago, the second largest city in
America, can furnish street lights for
almost one-third the price charged by
private corporations? Or, if there be
'graft" in Chicago', and that city can
snake such an excellent showing, how
much better could a city do where
there is no "graft?"
These are cold hard business farts,
and gives the lie most pmpliatically tp
the argumAtts used by corporations
and their organs. Now,. the question
arises, "Holm much longer are the
-voters in the cities of America going
to listen to. such rot and let those
few shrewd schemers wax rich at the
expense of the many?" The way to
get municipal ownership is to demand
it and see hat the demands of the
people are obeyed. ' In every general
council of any citr of consequence
In the cou ry, are to be found the
toola and ,rvitors of the corporate
$
interests. Let every voter keep a
close watch on every member of the
general council and he will soon spot
the men who poste as representitivea
of the people, but who are really En
Chicago Well Governed.
So much has been aid about the
epidemic of crime in Chicago that the
average citizen outside of that city
no doubt labors under the impres-
sion that the Windy City is not well
governed. This, is a mistake. For
aside from the bad criminal record,
the statistics given in the mayor's an-
nual address issued two days ago,
show that Chicago has a better rec-
ord than any of the other large
cities.
According to Mayor Dunne Chi-
cago continues to be the healthiest
City in the world. The death rate
last year was 13.67. This means that
the death rate is 25.4 per cent, lower
than in New York, and 29.7 lower
than in Baltimore.
In comparing * 4isances of Chi-
cago with the other large cities Mayor
Dunne makes a mOst favorable show-
ing when he says:
"That Chicago has been unable to
raise sufficient revenue to properly
run the municipal government is
shown by the fact that of the ten
largest cities in the United States its
total debt per capita is less than that
of any except San Francisco. Chi-
cago's total per capita debt is but a
little over $28, while that of New
York city is $taassif Philadelphia $42,
of St. Louis, $39, of Boston $148, of
Baltimore $75, of Cleveland $53, of
Buffalo $51, and of Pittsburg $76.
In general s property tax per capita
Chicago ranks lowest of the ten larg-
est cities in the United States. Here
are the figures as compiled for 1904:
Chicago, $9.32; New York City, $19.36
Phladelphia, $13.37; St. Louis, $13.88;
Boston , $28.01; Baltimore, trt.16;
Cleveland, $1249; Buffalo, $11.48; San
Francisco, $13.12; Pittsburg $15.20."
The municipal water systeln is al-
so a success!, and The exceedingly
'low rate of 8 centts per thuosand gal
Ions is recommended. When it is
,lcuown that in some cities the rate
is from 15 cents to 25 cents per thous-
and 'gallons, the vast saving to Chi-
ego consumers by reason of the city
owning that utility is made manifest.
'The report in regard to the water
system says:
• 'The muni 'pal water system, that
I is valued at $34,111,000, is being main-tained at less cost than during the ten
years previous. There is authorized
an additional expenditure of $5,000,-
000 for its increased efficiency.
In order that comparisons may be
-ntade-of--she water r k& syltrm
under economic municipal ownership,
records show that in 1895 it cost
$15co00 to maintain 1,500 Miles of
maths. In the succeeding five years
the cost reached a maximum ofteeso,-
000. At the close of 19°5 there we're
2,038.4 miles operated during the six
months for $25o,000. The, mayor in-
sists that water shall be sold all over
the -city at a uniform price. The rate
of 8 cents per thousand gallons is
recommended.
The Register's last advicea from
Naples was to the effect that Ve-
suvius was less !violent but ashes
were still falling, houses collapsing
and roads are no sooner opened by
the troops than they are again filled
with cinders. Two -thOlnitirtif
'have perished and fity thousand are
homeless.
The Anthracite coal miners are
now considering a proposition from
the operators and there seems to be
a probability that the long squabble
will soon come to an end. In the
meantime the innocent consumer is
being hit hard by advances in price
of coal.
— — 
_Opommagemammw 
Dowie is a very sick mare( coo t
weak to face his "sea of troe'ales and
by opposing end them" but he could
do so hands down if he were his old
self again, After the excitement of
Wednesday along about midnight he
collapsed completely, sank upon. his
knees in his apartment in the Audi-
torium annex and asked God to help
him. His attendants were alarmed
and begged him to let them summon
a physician "I want no doctor" said
Dowie feebly, "I will have no phy-
sician. I shall ask. divine assistance;
that is the only real help."
The house comtpittee_on elections
has acted favorably on the bill to
elect senators by,* dir-ct vote of the
people, Etel to fix the term 61 con-
gressmen at four years.' 'The sower
house will' no doubt pasit the hill, but
when it gets to the plutocrats in the
upper house it will meet its death.
It is much easier to buy up enough
'Members of the legislature than it
is to win before the whole state.
Dottie has virtually thrown up the
fight for his lost leadership tater the
forces of Zion. While we 'are not
familiar with his peculiar teachings,
_
yet we have always regarded him in
the tight of a fakir. It seems strange
that in this enlightened tenantry so
many dupes can be found to have
faith in the teachings of this self ap-
pointed apostle
The charges of briery at Newport
are being investigated. A special
Oen() jury has been ordered for the
purpose of sifting the matter to the
bottom. This is as it should be: The
innocent should be exonerated and
the guilty sent to the penitentiary.
It is authoritatively stated that the
smallest kangaroo ever exhibited in
America is to be seen in the imperial
triple menageries with Cole Brothers
United Shows, which will exhibit
Friday afternoon and evening April
27 in Paducah "Mite," the name by
which the baby is known, although
five months old is not as large as a
gray squirrel and, as may be expected
passes nearly all of its time concealed
in its mother's pouch. There are
moments when the tiny fellow ven-
tures out upon the floor of the cage
and to watch it attempt 'to imitate
the parent is most amusing. The lat-
ter keeps a watchful eye upon the in-
fant and, whenever any person ap-
proaches close to the gitiaret rope, will
hastily gather up and place the--listle
one back in its sack. A few tni9lktilltee
elapse and then "Mite" may be seen
thrusting its small head into view and
peeping around with the cutest ex-
pression imaginable upon its face. So
far as known this is the only baby
marsupialis ever seen in this country
and it is needless to add that Messrs.
Cole Brothers regard it one of the
prizes in their colossal traveling zoos
Especially interestingT will "Mite'
prove to school children and all stu-
dents of natural histdry.
PAINTER ARRESTED
MRS. ATKINSON CLAIMS LONG
GOT BOARD BY FALSE
PRETENSES.
R. E. Rraftin Charged With Stealing
Brass From I. C. and Selling
it to John Minor.
Neal Long, painter, was arrested
yesterday by 'Officers Terrell and
Long on the Chtirge of obtaining
board by false pretenses. Mrs. Myr-
tle Atkinson Of South Fourth street
romplained to the polices...the; Long,
came to her home and wanted hoard,
claiming he had money rtue him in
Metropolis and also that he had a
job here and could pay her at the end
of-the She- renternbr- -these 
claims wete false therefore had war-
.
ranted Long who was fiaund working
on the excursion steamer J. S. at the
r'ver front.
Railroader Arrested.
R. E. Draftin. who works pt the
Illinois Central railroad, was arrested
yesterday by Officer Singery on- the
charge of obtaining in.oney under
false pretenses. It iscontended that
he stole some brats from the I. C.
railroad and sold it for $3.20 to John
Minor, a drayman, by clainting that
the property was his.
Aseassessems 
W ANALYZING
WOMAN'S
STOMACH
DR. HAY OF LOUISVILLE NOT
EQUIPPED FOR THE
WORK.
The Stomach Was Turned Over ID
Dr. Samuel Woody Who Charges
Stoo to Analyze It.
The stomach of Jemima McChes-
ney, colored, is now being worked
upon at Louisville by Dr. Samuel F.
Woody who is making the analysis
in order to see what caused the
death of the woman.
The stomach was sent to Dr.
Hays of Louisville right, after death
of the woman, hitt. lig_wrote Dr.
Horace Rivers 4 thi,s• city %hat his
laboratory at Louisville wss not
fitted up for an analysis of this na-
ture, therefore he would hold the
stomach until told what to do with
it. Or. Rivers consulted Judge R. T.
Lightfoot and the latter empowered
Di. Hays to turn it over to. any
good chemist of the Falls 'City.
The doctor did so, placing it *in the
hands of Dr. Samuel E. Woody,
who is one of the leading
experts in this line. He
wrote Dr. Rivers that he was
now working on the analysis that
would take about one week to com-
plete. He makes a charge of tic*
for the work, and this is satisfac-
tory to the county judge.
The McChesney woman is the
negress who resided at Eighth and
Washington streets, and one day
sent her little girl to the Iversoa
& Wallace drug store one bloc%
away for some quinine. The clerk
put up what he claims was quinine
and gave it to the girl who carried
it to the mother. She took it and
shortly afterwards died of morphine
poisoning, so the physicians claim
The analysis will show what caused
death.
INSPECTOR
OF WATCHES
MR. HARRY MEYERS YESTER-
DAY STARTED OUT ON
HIS TOUR.
N„ C. & St. L. Will Require In-
spection of watches of Parties
Connected With Trains.
. Jeweler Harry Meters, who i the
official watch inspector for the sur•
rounding -divikions of the Illinois
Central railroad, yesterday sterted
out upon his quarterly examinetion
ot timepieces of all employes of the
road. He went yesterday to the
Golconda. Ill., division, and coming
!Atte from there today goes up the
SC Louis division as far as Carbon-
dale, Ill. He gets back tonight or
tomorrow, and then goes down
Ftelton. up to Central City, an
down to Cairo, inspecting the
watches of every employe between
these outside cities, and Paducah.
N., C. & St. L. Inspection.
The N., C. & St. L. railroad is
patterning after the Illinois Central
regarding inspecting watches, but
will not do it on the whole like the
latter company which compels the
ticker of every employe to be kept
regulated under supervision of an
expert hispector. The N., C. & St.
1.., has inaugurated the idea out of
here, but compels only those people
having active connection with the
trains, have their watches examined
regularly, and set by the inspector.
This does not make it necessary for
the section hands,_ freight handlers,
Addie -Montague, colored, was at- department clerks, etc., to abide by
rested by Officers Singery and flux- the new rule. It does not include
ley on a warrant gotten out by her
husband, Fred Montague, who charg-
es that the woman tried to strike him.
He charges her with a breach of the
peace.
Wife Arrested.
Other Business. I
Employes of Rehkopf's collar fac-
tory on Kentucky avenue near
Third street report that some one Oscar Cloran, white, of
stole many tools from the shop was locked up last night
Alonzo Pollard, 'Colored, was fp. Officers Johnson 4ind Rogers on
rested yesterday by Officer Croft; on charge of getting drunk. , He
the charge of engaging in a crap fr,.in Graves Malty, but -did
game. have any, gun on him.
ii
_ o
the station agents either. The train
crews on•getting to this city will
have the inspector examine
their watches, therefore Mr. Meyers
will not have to go out on the road
like he does for the I. C. people.
Drunkenness Charged.
Mayfield,
late by
the
wtis
not
MINISTER WILL
ARRIVE TODA
REV. CALVIN THOMPSON GETS
tioidE FROM DENVER,
COLORADO.
Ladies' Mite Society Meets .With
Mrs. I. 0. Walker Today—Mrs.
Rev. Cheek Preparing to -
Move. 
ir
Mr. Joh° R. I'uryear of the First
Baptist church committee that. is
looking around for a pastor to suc-
ceed the late Rev. John S. Cheek yes-
terday received a letter from Rev.
Calvin WI Thompson of Denver, Col,
who stated be would arrive in this
city today and remain until next
week. He comes here at invitation
of the conunittee,-to fill the pulpit
of that church tomorow morning and
evening, to preach a trial sermon. He
is one of the most prominent divines
of the country, a Kentuckian by birth
but has been out west for a number of
years: Of course it cannot be fore-
told, ba,. it is thought he will be
called to Me charge of the congre-
gation, but this, howeven will not be
settled until after he has been heard
by the congregation.
Ladies' Mite Society.
This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Ladies' Mite Society of the First
Baptist church will meet with Mrs.
I. 0. Walker of ra31 South Sixth
street.
Preparing to Move.
Mrs. John S. Cheek is preparing to
move from the Baptist church par-
sonage besidc. the church, to the Ed
Atkins honic on North Sixth between
Monroe and Madison streets. Mr.
Fred J. McElwee now resides in the
Atkins house, but is arranging to
move, and. Airs. 'Cheek will take the
place. vac.sting the church parsonage
that will be heeded by whatever pas-
tor comes here to take the pulpit
made vacant by the recent death of
herhusband.
Mr. Kilgore Sells.
Mr. J. L. Kilgore has sold to his
associates, Messrs. Vernon J. Blow
and J. D. Hollingshead, his inter-
ests in the Paducah Cooperage com-
pany of Mechanicsburg, and retires
from the business altogether, on ac-
count of his ,health which has been
unusually bad for some months. He
is now preparing, to reSurn fo his
home in Anderson, it'd., and then
tske his family to Europe to spend
the summer touring. He has been
constantly engaged for a number of
years with his big interests over the
country. and believes Is 6ong rest
will do him good.
The manager of the company's
branch at Keokuk. Iowa, will come
here to run the local estaliii-hment,
while the Iowa plant may be anove.1
here. Messrs Hollingsbead and
Blow cannot remain here all the
time to look after their factory be-
cause interests call them constant-
ly elsewhere.
Want More Car Lines.
The Cairo (Ill.) Bulletin of yes-
terday inorningi said that Banker I..
McHenry of Louisville, was 5t
Cairo Wednesday trying to buy Ow
electric lightsand street car company
for the Stone & Websler people of
Boston, who own the Paducah
slants. The Cairo deal was mit
made. says W. P. Halliday of the
estate owning the properties.
-
NOTICE.
Copy for our next directory will go
to press Monday April t6th. Notices
of cha lees or additions must be re-
ceived before this date.
This directory will contain the
names and addresses of more than
3,000 subscribe's. You are comfier-,
chilly ?cost if your name is not listed.
Call 300, contract department.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
Like other commodities, telephone
serviae should be paid according to
Its value.
We have.,,in the city about 2,800
subscribers or five times as many as
the Independent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place a
telephone in your residence at the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
whIch will enable you to reach fifty
million people from your home. Call
300 for further inrormation.
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
L.
I G
THAT PLEAS ES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202-R
itiiiiinCIEY PRINTING
H.cOMFANT
I
 121 3' 4thSt.
Back 91,e'tetirfolicy of
TIE.MUTUAL WE
Of New Yertl$inds
The First America Lite le-
.urnes Ce. The Com tbat
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders 14
Than any other comply in tie
....Wend... • .
-: t$l$441)4+1111pb1141tlSIS.
Order your
EASTER SUITS
from
ILIThompson
Tailor
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St,
Telephone 377.
- - - " •
MU RIES 4:
BE WISE AND GZT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE.
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE Alma&
MODERATE. WS_ _CARRYWA
COMPLETE LIN& OF BEAUTIs
FUL JEWELRY.
AJ.L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428alroadway.
PHONE 773-A.
'mrialleiWellemenesemsremememenaumut-
PABST BUTE itniBox
BOTTLE BEER
sou at 
‘114111111
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer Hear Bur,
L. A. Lagoaterets0.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificated,.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
COMPANY. 16114„1,,, pm itoellints.
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LITERARY BY, CRAP SHOOTERS !MAKING OUT I GUARDIANSTHE TEACIERS SCHOOL DEEDS' TwoNUMBER OF THEM FINED 
•
ONLY ONE MORE 4 'BE
HELD AFTER THAT • THIS
AFTERN1:560.
Census Ennmeraterao4ritinueiWork-
ing Over the CiZitcher
•
Has Mashed
a.
• This afternoon Al. 161414, koPschool building On Ws1 Broadwti
•••the teachers and professotsitiV c
siA Is hold their monthly literary
meettior for purpose of tinningtheir study of McKtIrrYs ethodofRecitation. Thiklpellmihk nderI direction of Professor John-
ston, and following - it only one
more is to be Itasei 
—10r----1:S*
mouth of May, whew the -swivel
c;ose for this tchta rkingt roles •be-fore the mietihit e 'the
schools will e rartie rtgirpota&simmer. Is"ocher*
can all attend red *pelt *elf efl.tire time to-theilltieetini, the schoolsdismiss at nom: fcgagvirefs thepupils not returhinfr ' heir studies
until next Mogligyi, bterray meeting isev4 Superintendent
Lieb will hol# 
.lip ;weakly gathering.of the principals: to talk over their
work.
V
Last Day. '
t, Today is the last one for Miss4
 Bertha Kettlar in the public schools
as she resigns to be married next
week, and Miss Myrtle Burley takesher position at the Franklin build-ing on South Sixth street.
State Normal.
Yesterday at Frankfort the corn-
mission met to decide on dates for
opening bids from different citiesdesiring to locate the state normal
colleges. It is not yet learned whatthey did in the premises.
&Irma Bkamerstors.
The census takers for the citv
schools continue at work over town,
• but it will be the last of next weekbefore any of them oomplete the
undertaking They are finding many
children at places not shown by the
enumeration of last year, but of
s course this is caused by people mov-Ong around from one place to an-
other over the city;
Secretary Hart.
Secretary W. H. Pitcher of
school board is suffering fromfoot, which was stepped on byhorse, and painfully hurt...
the
his
his
CLOSE ON SUNDAY
Retail Liquor Dealers Offer Reward
for Convictions.
Believing that the Sntulay liquorlaws of Paducah shoild be enforcednithout partiality, the Retail LequorDealer's Mutual Benefit Association
of Paducah offer the oflowing:
Sas.00 REWARD
For the arrest and convictfon.
subsequent to the date of this reward,of any saloonkeeper. bartender, drug-gist, drug clerk, any person connect-
ed v‘ith a quart liquor house, or anyother person or persons having li-
cense to sell spiritous. vinous or maltliquor, in the city (if Paducah. Theabove reward will he paid for the firstfour conditions under said laws, ofany four distinct person, or firms.Retail Liquor Dealer's MutualBenefit Association.
---ey-lotett-vr -ecitrwrs7-1 
"Brunson's Rebuilding Sale."As we are to rebuild our 'placethis summer to make it ,one of the.best in the state we will mike abuilding sale of plant& commencingMonday, April 16th, it vAkces thatwill move the stOclici (pally. Weoffer roses at 3C5
 helitrope a 
-ft,totems at 2C, nasturtium at 2C. Makeyour selections early. 0, brie.
C L. BRUNSON & CO.
Dr. Hicks' office 6osi 'Broadway.Phone 432. Residence i627 Broad-way. Phone Tao. 
. ' Riley & Cook.
inie craps up on the North side oftown_ While they were iu the
mOst of their game the officers
ssrupest down on the bunch andthey were jailed. Fines of $2o and
cops were assessed against each,Dick Dudley Poke, Louis
thers, Trank Thomas, JonasSmith, Warner Williams, AllenJockson and Harry Smith. WillJackson was dismissed of the charge
of engaging in the game, while'Kelly Jackson we; fined, but the
assessment set aside.
The police are snitching the game-
sters_ pretty closely now and run-
ning all of them in, as the sport isbecoming too promiscuous and open
amongst the negroes.
Charles Roberts was dismissed ofthe charge of engaging in a breach
of the peace.
A fine. of $1 and costs was as-
sessed against A. Stuber on the
charge of being drunk.
DETECTIVES
REPORT DRY
MESSRS. MOORE AND BAKTR
ARE AT THE HALL
EVERY DAY.
• •
They Will Wait Until the Last of
This Month, and If Ref used
Salary, Will Then Sue.
Messrs. T. J. Moore and WilliamBaker, the former detectives, each
morning continue reporting atpolice headquarters, but are notgiven any assignments, because their
services were ordered discontinuedby the Republican councilmen and :
aldermen, according to their adopted
ordinances passed last week olirthe mayor's veto.
Mr. Baker yesterday said tint
when the end of this month came,1and the legislative authorities di.-I
not allow them aay salary, they
would immediately institute suits
against the city of Paducah for col-lection of the money, the former de-tectives bas:ng their contention, onthe ground that they were emoyedfor a year the first of January,therefore their services cannot bediscromtinued until end of that time.The former detectives want the leg-islators to first show by public
record that they will not pay the
salary, when the litigation will thenbe instituted, they having already
contracted with a leading law firm
of the city to take their cases, thisfirm guaranteeing them full collec-tion of the money alleged due them.Just as soon as Chief James Col-lins returns front Hot Springs he
will decide how many men shall be
• -iss---thes—tnrsirressr-art-tion, and how many out at theUnion depot. I ;
James for Governor.
The Mayfield Monitor comes outstrongly for 011ie M'. James f9r gov-trnor. Mir. James is at present theunanimous selection of the demo-crats of the First clistrict_fiar_ con-gress: -41-e-
 would make a greet gov-ernor, not a governor for a coterieof men Or a machine but a governorfor all the people.—The Murray Led-ger.
IN PditkfCE COURT YES-
TERDAY.
Charles Roberts Was Dismissed of
the Breach of the Peoce Charge
Against Him.
•
'yesterday morning In the police
c6t2rt Acting -Judge. Dave Crossfaced a big orowir of negroes whohad indiscreetly indulged to excess City Solicitor James Campbell, Jr.,in the fascinating passtime of shoot- is now drawing up a ntleed whereinthe City of Paducah will transfer tothe school board the piece of groundin Mechanicsburg that was Used forpublic school purposes before con-struction of the McKinley buildinglast year. Just as soon is thesolicitor fixes up this deed, anotherwill be fixed up transferring theproperty to Vile official board for theMechanicsburg Christian churchthat has Di:night it for $1000, forchurch purposes. •
Some years ago when the plot ofground on which kiwi stands the oldabandoned Langstaff building inMechanicsburg, was outside the citylimits, it belonged to the countyschools. When the city limits wereextended this plot of ground wasgotten inside town and was boughtfor city school purposes, but insteadof the county trustees deeding it tothe city trustees, they deeded it tothe city of Paducah, which placedcontrol of the ground in hands ofthe council and aldermen. Now thecity trustees have erected the newMcKinley building and abandonedthe old place which Mr. J. K.flondurant and others want to buyfor use of the Mechanicsburg Chris-tian church. Now in order to trans-fer the title of the property right,the city solicitor is drawing up adeed wherein the city of Paducahturns the ground and building ovette the school board, which in turnsells it to Mr. Fiondurant, who madethe deal for the place last summer,and has ever since been waiting forthe solicitor to make out the deeds.Mc. Bondnrant paid $70:3 cash and$300 in four months titne, Lou theproperty, the money behig held ht214ject to order of the school hoard,just whenever they turned the deedsover. Pending this the church peo-ple have been using building everySunday and during the week. It is atwo room affair and plenty large forthe present needs, of the small con-gregation that will make additionswhen the occasion arises
CITY OF PADUCAH TURN'S
PROrPERTY 'OVER AT
LAST. 1.-
The Ground Was Transferred to
City of Paducah Through' Error
When First Bought.
WILD RUNAWAY
HORSES THREW OUT OCCU-PANTS THEN DASHED
THROUGH OAK
GROVE.
Mrs. Lynn Groves, MTS. GeorgeJohnson, and Miss Long of 333 NorthFourth, of this city, and Mr. Tyreeof Mayfield, were all painfully bruis,edyesterday at noon by getting thrownfrom the double rig in which theywere out riding. The horse startedrunning away at Thirteenth and Claydumped them out at the beginning,then dashed up Thirteenth to Trim-ble, and out Trimble through the,
tes of Oak Grove cemetery. Thewild beast plunged here and therethrough the sacred burying ground,but fortunately crashed into no gravesor monuments. Finally in turning alow place in the back end of theA.cemetery, the 'horses were thrown
wn and rii4  jicgtmed_ios--Aan—senme-ern.' &verat parties released theanimals from iir position and foundthe back of the Carriage broken upconsiderable. • .
Fortunately none of the occupantssuffered anynbroken bones by gettingthrown out.-
Cut by Sharp Knife.
Mr. Coop* Drake the insuranceman, was a day or two ago laying inthe barber's chair getting a shavewhen a knife was dropped by an elec-trician who was :.fixing the electricfan suspended above Mt. Drake. The
,knife struck the latters leg and laid)Fine photos at unheard of prices, open the flesh to the bone, but he%can walk.
OF THEM TOOK LEGAL
CHARGE OF CHILDREN.
Supervisor Bert Johnson of County
Roads, Opens Bids Tomor-
row for Gravel.
44.4 ..1• 
 
.4 4 it41.1.4 4 -4
414 r • 4
in the county :court as gisardlien for
DON ti HERM
Has Scored Anothil° Mark!
-1-
Alongside his pure clebrated Wil-low Spring Whisky he has added the
eeded and unobtainable pure
w. S. Pardont• yesteif&ay quahfied ng n.
guardian for Nellie and Ethel 
 McChesney qualifind aal Apple Brandy made from sweetmellow
Jewell Titsworth.
Mc-Chesney.
. Licensed to Marry.W. T. Rogers,, aged ao of JohnsonCity, Ill., and Ellen Elders, aged 26of Carterville, Ill., were licensed yes-terday by the clerk to marry
. Yard Wired Off.Judge Lightfoot has had barbed
streteffed along side the walk inthe county court house yard to pre-
vent-people from crossing through onthe lawn, Lots-of times, and espec-ially,
 after nightfall, people passthrough the yard in order to make
a "short cut" from Sixth to Seventhstreet, but now they will get caughtin the barbed wire if they try it. Thisis a measure resorted to by the judgeto keep anyone from tramping downthe grass on the lawn.
Bids for Ora•d.Supervisor Bert Johnson of thecounty roads, will tomorrow morningat to o'clock in his office at thecounty court house, open bids put inby parties showing for what figuresthe latter will furnish the gravel need-ed by the county to repair the Hink-leville and Lovelaceville roads. Thelowest and best bidder will get the
contract and start. off the work,whichis practically the summer resumptiono' public road operations.
Riley & Cook's Great Offer.We will for a short time make you
one dozen Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is thebest offer ever made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re-duced prices. Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before
making any engagements with any
°tar studio
- 
Photographically yours,
.01 RILEY & COOK.
a
WON DAVENPORT.
Miss Corinne Poyner Held the
Lucky Number Which Was 36.
Miss Corinne Poyner won thehandsome Davenport raffled off- by
Mr. Thomas Doswell, she holding
the lucky number, 36. The raffle
was shot off at the Central fire de-partment stationhouse on NorthFourth street, Mr. Luby Tyree do-ing the shooting.
TRAMP DOGS.
Hundreds of Them Lounge Every-
where In the City.
Many business people down in the
city express the hope that when the
city authorities commence taking up
'dogs without tags on them, that
apples and distilled at 1,..4tiltin thebeautiful mountains of Tenne4* wherethe willows grow tall and ifAien'aild thebeautiful chrystal water runs from thegrove of Willow Spring, direct to the
still of Messrs Hennessee & Ca.,rh,107.
Minniville). Tenn., distillers.
.Rtmetnbcr this apple brandy is the first that has ever reached Part."ucah direct from the still to be retailed by the drink. Remembei thatthe rectified and compounded apple brandy is more poisonous than
the vilest whisky the; is compounded and rectified. Pure apple brandy ishigher in prices
 than the average run of pure whiskies and is scarcer
than whisky.. Remember apple brandy would be recommended by ailphysician for certain ailments of the human body if they were surethey could get the pure brandy also; there would be more of it drankif it were not for the rectified compottrided stuff they have to drink.
Remember that the name of my Brandy is DON GILBERTO'S.
"THREE STAR" Apple Brandy. My brandy is bottled and sealed
under my personal supervision and none genuine unless my name in big
red letters on the inside of the lable next to the bottle which reads
Don Gilberto's pure apple brandy m year old moo proof. The bottle will
contain 32 oz of the Aire' Three Stars apple brandy.
Bear in mind that this package will be subject at any time and
anywhere that the U. S. Revenue officials see fit to inspect it. (He has
a right to do so.)
Provided the seal has not been tampered with. Also I tender the
officers of the pure food law the same privilege as I do U. S. revenue
\11`
officer, as I am personally responsible for its purity, strength and
quantity. To be had only at "The White Deer" which is a symbol
of strength, purity and innocence. mi6 S. Fourth St., Paducahu, Ky. 
•
MAIM, EIINUR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Kr
they will curb all the "tramp dogs"
that hang around down in town and
seem to belong to nobody. Onebusiness man in the center of the
city yesterday said he had to run
about a dozen out of his place everyday, they coming in without any,formality and taking possession. if
•
he does not make them leave. They
are 'great nuisances and Chief Col-
lins promises to take all up when 114
pound is established. Ile will 'do this
when he gets back from IIat
Springs, Ark., where he is attend.-
IWOing the annual convention of the • • 'Chiefs National association.
WEAR
Lend•gsssgSsssgssssgsssgpser *), Lydon's
1$3.00
..SHOES..
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED
We Make Shoes to Order309 Broadway, 
- - Paducah, Ky.
We are now in a position to furnrsh any style or kind of vehicle direct from the factory, thus say;nzmiddleman's profit, as we are the down-town agents for the HARDY BUGGIES, made in Paducah, by Paducah
workmen and strictly guaranteed.
Paducah Saddlery CompanyCorner Fourth ind Jefferson Streets IncorRorated. 4
Paducah, Kentucky.
. •
PHONO FtAPHIC TRICKS.
Interesting Tricks That Are Per-
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some interesting and amusing
"stunts" that may be performed with
a talking machine, graphophone or
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
.a recorder and a iew blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
'Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
.as high as poseible, and an announce-
ment recorded on a blank In a deep,
loud voice. The machine should be
-quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the speech or
ironologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank is full and
eeprodneer may be substituted for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
announcement was made. When the
record is reproduced at this speed the
the result will be the loud voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice =Laing' the
speech.
The second trick described is the
reproduction of a whistling duet, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put on a blank, and after the speed
Is at about 160 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of which yose
'know the second part When the
record Is full set the recorder too it
to the beginning again without ewe-
ping the machine. When the iove
tng points gets to the commenc_eaen
of the piece the first part will soon
faintly in the recorder, thus giviie,
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly vs the first.
"Several modifications of this ex-
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but thin nesd not be considered a
-drawback, as a spoiled record can be
-easily cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, after which a soft
cloth is wraeped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in this
way, which fact suggeets another
amusing trick.
"This will call fur two records,
preferably ta!etne selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these is
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
half, the rest being protected by a
piece of writing paper wrapped around
rit blank space various remarks
secured by an elastic band. On
should be recorded, which should be
-very different from those originally
there. The good record is to be
played through Aral While saying
that you will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chine, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. Whea the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each in
two, and putting on a half of one and
a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care tee thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
in a reversed position, ani when made
to run true will produce everything
backward. A curious thing about
such records is teat the voice one
bears in the proper direction is in-
stantly recognized when reversed, but
Is, ef course, unintelligible."
Truth About lioonshiners.
Novelists who have written about
moonshiners have cast about them a
Itril)amor that is not real. We are ledInfer from works of fiction, says the
at. Louis L.obe-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on it purely on principle.
He does it to show that he has a free
and untrammeled soul, according to
the writers. And he is always possess-
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonshiner makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue only
and his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
margerine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonshiner; he is not 90 averse to
water that he never takes a bath and
he does not regard murder as a pas-
-Se---wee-woollerctiermentY112111
eur writers of eomance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. He is more accessible and safer
and in time can be made a picturesque
figure.
Candy (
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation oer fountain has for mageelle
cent ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. vg•
4
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure te your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come to
and hear them.
Want one.
records.
Then you'll'
Big selection of
Warm! '8' Warreh
403 Broadway;
AN OPEN-AIR PHILOSOPHER STENOGRA7HERS' ENGLISH.
Enunciates Ms Peculiar Views
That Martyr to Hunutnity,
the Doctor.
on Some of Their Blundees Yak. the
Employer's Life a Burden—
A Few Instances.
The village oracle, old Lim Jucklin, In some stenographic systems aistxplotting his ideas on divers and arbitrary sign may stand for one, twosundry topics in Opie Head's latest 
or even three words. Sometimes the000ks, says: "Every man that gets
mistranslation of one of these signsmoney without stealing it earns it.
leads to funny result*, says Succesareckon, but I don't know of anybody
that comes healer earning it twice Magazine.
aver than the doctor. He has to put "The deed shocked the nation to theforth all the skill he has and then heart-oore," was what was said, and themust lie to keee hope alive. And hope typewriter evolved: "The dead shockedis the beat meeleine ever discovered. the notion to the lutrel car." "Therumot"A doctor m-mt know human nature was but transient, though," was hardlyis well as medicine, and this kuowl- 
recognizable as "The rammer wasedge mixed well medicine is what
trains end through." A rear-end wi-n:Wiest one dositir better than another:
lleion was evidently in that girl's mind.I've known 'em to git out of their beds
the coldest ni..;hts that ever blowed "As manna fed the Jews." was M-
end ride ten settee to doctor a man geniouly tortured by another young
they knowed Asn't a-goin' to pay a woman into "As mamma fed the jays."eint...__It_takes great strength always Yet she was a Sunday school teacher. •to handle weakness; it takes a god-like "Plays, creeps and laughs, the lane.patience to deai with the fretful and cent,- crooned the ewe, cue day, mouth_not be warped ( eer to the aide of con-
tinual peevishe is, and whenever I
hear a doctor ..u ehin' I always re-joice with hli. ezience in medicine
travels slow, fs.r every human body is
an individual machine, and every
mornin' has a new way to go wrong.
And I've known men to be such liars
that they wouldn't Lell a doctor the
truth as W how they felt, fearing they
were giving him a little advantage.
The average doctor has • good sense
ot humor and has stored up some of
the oldest jokes I ever heard, and this
II In the direct line of his usefuesa.
for a sick man can't understand a new
elks as well as he can an old oils.
The old one may bring up thee aseasory
a former laugh and thereby do him
The saddest time for the sick man1.• not when the doctor is coming to
see him, but the time when the doc-
tor's bill begins to pay its visits. It
aught not to be. but a doctor's bill is
a reig,hty hard thing to pay. ft is
like relying for a January overcoat in
July "
WINTER CIRD NEIGHBORS.
htaay Jf These Mac1.-Traveled Little
relit) Surprisingly
I am*.
It is surmising that there are birds
which con.e to us only to spend the win-
-ter, says St. Nicholse, leaving us again
at the beginning of spring for northern
lands and snow
-backed hillsides, where
the long day and pate twilight nights of
the arctic reige eeela that raise their
broods in the far, treeless northland,
where heather, grasses and stunted
alders grow on a shallow, soaking soil
underlaid by a great depth of eternal ice,
at the approach of winter gather into
great roving flocks to surge southward
to the gentler climate of our blizeardy
"temperate" winters! Yet all young
country folks have seen these restless,
wandering flocks of winter lovers, and
occasionally even in the towns and cities
there arrive unfamiliar companies of
fat, fluffy birds, busily opening the
cones of firs and spruces, or devouring
the buds of the maples.
Many of these much-traveled little fel-
lows are wonderfully tame, and seem
hot to experience fear of man so uni-
versal with animals that rear their
young in his neighborhood. Pine-gros-
beaks and cross-bills, whose real homes
are in the silent, moss-filled spruce
forests of the great north, will almost
allow themselves to be caught in your
hand! With the field-roving kinds, like
the snow-buntlemi. horned larks, and
iongspurs, this fearlessness is not
found, probably from the constant look-
out they are forced to keep against the
cunning and hungry white foxes and the
daring, trap-jawoi little ermine that
persistently hunt them in their north-
land home. But the rosy little redpolls,
the creepers, kinglets. "little friend
chickadee." as the northern Indians call
him, and a:1 the other deep forest dwell-
ers, are as unafraid of us as they are of
the gentle percupines and dear of their
home woods.
Veiled Auctions in India.
In the course of an interesting paper
on shel.ar. commucicated to the Phar-
ttaceurcal society. Sir George Watt, C.
I. E. described the quaint practice
adopted at the auctions in India. The
buyers and sellers join hands and sit
facing each ether, a cloth being thrown
over the hanids. The buyer presses cer-
tain fingers 4f the seller's hand, thus
making an offer. This is usually reject-
ed by a motion of the head. End further
finger pressing ensues. Finally the bar-
gain is struclf -without a word having
--eeee—ur-heeek leireeireertrtage claimed
for this system is that the buyer may
proceed from one seller to another and
make his purchases without his price
being known to other dealers.— London
Mall.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fac-
tory could build up a profitable trade
In pipes which could not be smoked
under any circumstances through the
fact thet the stems were made solid
Instead of hollow, but there is a fao
tory in England which makes thou-
sands of gross yearly. They are sold
to the shooting galleries, where a pipe
has always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
satisfactory targets. One shrewd pot.1
ter found that he could make the
geode cheaply by not piercing the
stems, and practically occupies that
field all by himself.
The Ways of Men.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a lawyer
gets into trouble he hastens tee hire
an attorney, and it is hard for pece
pie to admire an artist who paints
his own portrait. —Chicago Record
Herald.
London Legend.
There is a curious legend in regard
to Deadman's place, Southwark, Lou-
4o'. An ingenious old writer says
that the name originated as follows:
"In Dea iman's place, at St. Mary-
'veins, a man servant being buried at
seven of the clocks in the morning.
11,11 the grave standing open for more
dead Comtnoclities, at fours of the
°looks in the same evening he was got
op alive againe by a strange miracle;
which to be true and eertaine, hun-
dreds of people can entitle that saw.
him acts like a country Ghoste in his
white peackled eheete." However, a
more exact historian explained that
the name wae.merely a corruption of
"Desmond's place."
Where Did He Get It?
Bacon—He made all his moper
Washington.
Egbert----A a Is he rich?
"Very."
"Was he a congressman or la waits
sr?"—Yonkers diatesmall.
log the opening lines of some projected
baby verses. When the typewriter
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
Innocent," he scanned her visage
e/orre/y.
He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelea
wee heard calling for assistance," and it
came out: "The vies of Dr. Josh Lane
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so—passed on." was dic-
tated, and it came out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
permed, one," would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at Use machine with
an elementary kadwiedge of giunbliag?
Occasionally a new beset or bird is
discovered by the typewriter, thus:
"The sea-quail was, etc.," the intention
being "the sequel was. etc." This was in
Me with a blunder made by the same
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
the schooner," Instead of "a gale:" On
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
squirrel," instead of their haying
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Having confessed that once upon a
time she had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "First, the meals of the
dinnersty." This sounds like • "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was beard with ac-
claim," dictated the man. "The present
was hard with a dam," was what the
typewriter insisted that he bad said, as
she tearfully hunted for her Dotes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parents and Small Brothers
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
It is largely as a result of the unpre-
cedented loss of half its population in
half a century that the present condition
of rural Ireland is so interesting a study.
says Plummer F. Jones, in American
Monthly Review of Reniews. The de-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland cf to-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 60 years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in-
tensive cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
former years were teeming with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats.
are now turned out in grass, and the
song of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been bushel, and in their
place can be heard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sheep bells.
In all parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change—more remark-
able since the signs of former posse.ssiot
and cultivation are still so evident. For
60 years the young and vigorous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America leas
in; behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers • and slaters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time "lieu they in :.urn can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have thus been rated
of their young people and vast country
sections that once teemrd with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of. -men Y mina 4 0 am
labor. one of the Isnst striking
and at the :-•arne time most melancholy.
sights -in rural Ireland to-day is the un-
useally large nunilier of despondent-
looking old men and women who mope
ahaattlattlndeilly about the reddikiitYrd ci
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi
-deserted villages.
Theiraons and datie:t tens have grown up
and Lone to seek their tortures in the
west. Not one In a hunured of them will
ever return to hue and spade the rocky
Old Irish fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous eamna17q
earisatnres make your wife angry?"
Nu, answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studying them carefully
she has concluded that I am not near-
Or as homely as I might be."—Wash-
Mitten Star.
The Economical Spirit.
Friend—But, my dear, he's dissipated
and indolent and entirely unfit for a
husband.
Widow—But he's jellit about poor
Henry's build.
Friend—What has that to do with
it? —
Widow—Henry left such a quantity
of beautiful clothes.-4.,hicago Sun.
Personal Matter with Him.
"Grimmer seems violently opposed
to clubs. Is it on personal or general
grounds?"
"Personal, I think. He met his wife
at the golf cut,.coerted her at a coun-
try club, married her between club
meetings, and now all the money he
pays her for alimony goes to keep up
her club dues."—Judge.
Deeply Ingrained.
"What kind of man is old Whew).
icks?" asked the newcomer.
"Whsealokar said the other. "Wit
the contrariest most selfish old vrretab
that ever lived. When one of his
teeth 'aches, there's not another toot)
la his heist that sympathizes with it"
—Chicago tribune.
'USUALLY.
6 
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weeder What afliaaat the kiss.
tag germ causes.
He—Palpitation of the heart. —Chi-
cago Daily News.
Too Fast.
A daring young man named Massie
Fell out oil bue.ed balloon;
He fen on his neck,
Exclaiming: "By Heck,
I reckon I landed too soon."
—Milwaukee Sentinel.
Disapproved.
Mamma—Why don't you play
Johnny Jones?
Tommy—He shoots crape for money
Mamma—My dear child! And yo..
'lent think that's nice, do you?
Tommy—Naw, he always wins ev-
erything I got!—Cleveland Leader.
with
Too Much for Her.
Algernon—And what did your father
say when you told him I had proposed,
dearest?
Gertrude--Oh, Algernon: Only a bar-
gain counter phonograph would repeat
such awful language!—Chicago Daily
News.
The Eternal Problem.
And as he continued to gaze at her,
it struck him that he bad never beheld
a woman so beautiful. One thing gni,
seemed lacking.
"I've simply nothing to wear," eta
said, with a lasgald sigh of regret.
No Time to Lose.
Millicent—It doesn't seem quite rigti.
for those men to court that young widow
so won after her husbaad's death.
Hortease—But this is an exceptional
ease. Everybody is saying that black is
unbecoming to her—Puck,
Appropriate.
She—Mrs. Plushly says she's going
to have her winter hat trimmed with
stuffed squirrels.
He—Well, I always said she was in-
Wined to be nutty in her sky-piece.—
Detroit Free Press.
Compatibility.
"How is your son getting on with his
work?"
"Beautifully," answered the father of
the gilded youth. "He never troubles
It, and it never seems to trouble him."—
Washington Star.
The Recompense.
Matter (to farmer's boy In the Cele)
...Digging potatoes, eh?
I Farmer's Boy—Yep.
Visitor—And what do you get for
digging potatoes?
Farmer's Boy—Nawthin'; but I git
somethin' fer not diggin"em.
I Visitor—Indeed? What would you
get for not digging them?
Farmer's Boy—Licked.--Judge.
The Custom.
"Who was the man that was kick-
ing so about the crowded cars?" asked
the conductor.
"He just got off," said a passenger.
"without paying his fare."—Detroit
Free Press.
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
Positions as matrons of mine bas-in 'pital9 are much sought after bY.nurues
in South Africa. Nearly all the Johan-
nesburg mines hae their private boa-
the metro-is of which are well
paid and hiy-s-co.r.jcsifiali.
Everything
Church—Everything
Philadelphia. I suppose
Gotham—Oh, yes; a man over there
has just patented a noiseless baby car.
riage.—Yonkers Statesman.
Would Have Put It Out of Business.
Bacon—I saw • man to-day with a
band-organ in a wagon drawn by a
mule, and he said he had been going
about the country with that outfit for
six years.
Egbert—StranSe, Isn't It?
"What's stranger
"That the mule didn't kick at the
music."—Yonkers Statesman.
She'd Keep It.
"Bet can you keep house?" be
aske& doubtfully; for he was, above
eall things, a practical man.
"U you get a house sad put it in my
name," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
It all right enough."
Matters being thus satisfactorily set-
tled, their engagement was announced
—Judge.
Another to Hold Him for Awhile.
"You seem to be thoughtful." said
Mrs. Henpeck.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was just
thinking that it would be a wonderful
thing if we could know as much as
we make people think we know."
"POuf I It wouldn't be very wonder.
1'01 in your cow --Chicago Record.
Rerald.
Self-Delensa•
WaillS47'4-4 gm.taillinind MT pan-
tiou. I'm going to ituirry Mr. Ellahool-
lar, of the necktie *meter.
Manager—Why not keep on working.
anyhow?
Saleslady—Gee! You don't know
Bobby. It I don't quit my lob, he wilt —
Cleveland Leader.
Papa's Viewpoint
Her Father—What are your pros-
pects, sir?
The Suitor (modestly)—I am fifth
rice president of the Brazen Ae-urance
society.
Her Father—Well, you may come
and see me again, if the jury acquits
you!—Puck.
The Flat and the Tenement Deflned.
Lady—What is the real difference
between an apartment, a flat and a ten.
ement house?
Janitor—In an apartment the ladles
don't have no children; in a fiat truee
has one or two. More than two makes
1 any house a tenement, mum.—Judge.
Quiet.
is quiet over is
Extra.
in what sort of meter is Scribbler's
poem written?"
"Gas meter "
'Gas meter."
"What the—?''
"So many unneeessary feet, you
know. "—Cleveland Leader.
A Calldown.
"Sncobs says he would never wugy
ready-made clothes."
'Possibly. But he spends ready.
wide dollars. If his father hadn't let
left them to him he wouldn't have
enough to buy a second-band snit"—
Detroit Free Press.
Troubles of the Rich.
Jagglee—Why does that millionaire
boast of his ancestry?
Waggles—Because he east very well
boast of his posterity, when hiallaugh
ter eloped with the coachman and hie
two sons are taking the gold ewer
Puck.
Rock, Rye
and Hooey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in t
La Gripp,
Very Palatable.
50! and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DIttle),STORI5.1
7th visuals 81WMay Sta.. phase 10.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Glob* Bank and TAO
co.. sod Broadway.
Henry's
Headache
Pow
_ .
Will be keenly appreflialed
after a trial by people who sufe
ler from hcadaches—severe or
mil& occasional or chronieti
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
Easing the pain in a eery few
J. U. Oehlschlaew
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law
Room No. e.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah.
Zentacky,
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms s and 6 Register
P3 1-5 Broadway, Reduced; Ky.
New Phone po.
IIPPCIALTIKS:
Abstracting of Thies,
Imitative, Corporation sad
Raul gamete Lees
An Indorsement. In connection with tbe best lone-
"Do you regard the political future taia service, Zach Hayes has adtiedof this country as securer
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum, a fine Pres of9 have thought the matter over and I
still consider politics an entirely safe
vestment."—Washington Post
THE TYRANICAL LANDLADY.
Mr. Spider—What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled foi
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth—I thought so. too, but just
I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled rue out. —Kansas City
Horrors! I Star.
"Goodness, but you are tight!" said
the girdle to the corset.
"Well, you see I've been on a
answered the stays, with a
Laugh —Cleveland Leader,
bust,"
merry
Where There's a Will.
"Old Scadds says he is dying fee
love of me."
"Batttr hurry and marry him, then.
%f you erreet his dying to no you 'any
good."—Houstob Post.
Education and Literature.
Mrs. Enicker—Jack writes for $60
quick to buy books.
Knicker—Strikes me those college
books must be among the six best sell-
ers.—N. Y. Sun.
One Good Point
"Was hie fiyIng machines succeeer
"Oh, ies; It. failed to work before 11
gat far erioue hurte"—Life,
A Reflection,
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
One often hears this on the brach;
The simile is apt and Proper—
There's water—lots of it—in each.
Thought She Had a "Nash."
Pat lease—It's scandalous!
Patrice—What is scandalous?
'Why, my sister was out playing golf,
yesterday, and she said she bed a mashie
on the links!"--Yonkers Statesman.
Not Treasure Trove.
Enleker-eIt's • pretty honest world.
locker—Yes. Indeed, the man who
lands fault goes to a lot of trouble to
treturn it to the owner. -N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
Kra Oldblood—Do you go back to
William the Conqueror?
Yrs. Newbloori—No, but ear baa
a gaarterbaek.—N_ Y. Balk 
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